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Security Report Reveals
Rise of Campus Car Theft
to prevent all crimes on campus,
he feels the "first concern is the
safety of the people and the safety
of college property. An automobile
Although the car vandalism rate
does not have a lot to do with your
for the months of September and
eduaeation, but more with your
October are about the same, the
pleasure."
first three weeks of November
have shown a marked increase in
Thus, if a student brings a car to
incidents of ear vandalism and
college, fie should take into considthefts.
eration the high crime rate in the
Since November 1 four
area, and invest in security accordbreak-ins were attempted and
ingly. Smith feels that if a car is
failed, six actual break-ins ocequipped with an expensive stereo
curred at Allen, Summit, and Ver- system, which usually is the
non streets, and there were five
thieves' main target, it should also
ear thefts, four on Homecoming
have a insurance policy.
day from the Ferris parking lot.
When asked if the'administraCar-related crimes in the past
tion was planning on increasing sethree weeks have equalled double
curity, he responded that, given
the number of incidents up to that
the college's staffing and prioritime.
ties, it was doubtful. The estimated cost of each new camera is
Trinity's parking lots have been
twenty five thousand dollars, or
a source of anxiety for both stumore. Smith added that Trinity's
dents and administration. The
car registration is thirty dollars a
crimes are an issue which affect
many, but neither students nor the year, while at a parking lot in
downtown Hartford, between fifty
administration have a sure soluand one hundred twenty dollars is
tion. Students with cars are havcharged. By the provisions of the
ing mixed reactions; some are
college car registration agreeangry, some are apathetic. The
administration, although trying to ment, Security is not responsible
for the safety of your belongings.
dissuade car thefts, are cautioning
students to take steps to protect
Janiece Stewart, Director of Sethemselves.
curity, emphasizes the car owner's
Vice President Thomas A. Smith
responsibility in securing his own
feels that a student should take car. "People have to make it a
their car's security as their own
practice of checking their vehicles
personal responsibility. Although
regularly, especially if nqt used on
Trinity's security department tries a daily basis," There have been
by Dorian Shaw
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Trinity was hit by the first big snow storm of the season last week.
several instances in which either
students have left valuables in
their car, or have left their car unlocked. "Our responsibility is to
maintain security after you have
secured your car.
Also contributing to the recent
wave of car related crimes is the
pre-Cristmas season. The community knows that there will be valuable goods in the cars. The cars
most often vandalized are those
with vent windows, because those
Contmned on Page 6

Pike Penalized for Hazing
by David Rubinger
Editor-in-Chief
The local chapter of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity has been disciplined after coming forward with
information that one member
hazed three pledges independent
of the fraternity's initiation process.
The penalties imposed on the
Epsilon Alpha chapter of PKA include being prohibited from engaging in any sort of activities at their
house at 94 Vernon Street or any

other social or athletic activity on
Trinity's campus, through commencement next year, according
to Dean of Students, David Winer.
The administration stressed that
although it looks upon the hazing
as being a very serious infraction,
the cooperation of the chapter in
investigating and reporting the incident has reduced the severity of
the indictment.
"The incident was not the result
of planning, but the spontaneous
actions of one or two people within
the fraternity," Winer said.
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"The fraternity came to us with
the information, conducting its
own investigation. There was no
search conducted by our office to
any extent."
As a result, one senior member
has voluntarily deactivated from
the fraternity. The name of the
student was witheld by both the
administration and the chapter.
According to Winer, the incident
took place prior to the fraternity's
initiation late on the night of Friday, November 14, when three
pledges sustained minor burns
from a hot metal object. They were
taken to Hartford Hospital and immediately released. The incident
did not come to the attention of
Geoffrey Judge, the chapter president, until Sunday evening. Winer received word of the affair
Monday morning at 8:80 a.m.
All the pledges continued with
the initiation process and are now
active members.
"None of the members of our
house or myself condone what he
did," said Judge, referring to the
former member's actions. "Having realized the error, it was important to us to conduct ourselves
in a respectful manner."
After consulting with the members of the fraternity and other advisors, the house decided to come
forward with all the available information. "We felt we owed it to
the new members to come forward
and let them know that this was
not an accepted action," Judge declared.
Specific penalties on the officers
and the brother responsible will be
issued by December 1, Winer said.
The fraternity will submit a list of
the officers and any brother directly involved in hazing, and suggest appropriate penalties. The
Dean of Students will then make a
final determination against the inContinued on Page 12

President English Reviews
Faculty Positions
by Dave Copland
Tripod Staff Writer
The Educational Policy Committee (EPC) has recently reccommended to President English that
two wrA a half full time equivalents
(FTE) be added to the faculty. The
Dean of Faculty, Professor Borden
Painter, said that because of a
course load change the college
might add some new positions.
According to Professor J. Ronald Spencer, Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, the faculty voted
to alter their course load next year.
The change will be from "6 courses
a year to 10 every 2 years, basically this means 5 courses a year."
"The number of sections will
drop," said Dean Painter, "but
from a student's perspective it
shouldn't have much impact. For
example, the History 101 sections
might be a little larger."
The new FTEs will include one
position in macro-economics, one
in philosophy, and one half in mechanical engineering. Dean Spencer conjectured the person filling
each position probably has a chance
to gain tenure.
Dr. Joseph Bronzino, Engineering Professor and member of EPC,
said the department "has essentially been buying time from the
faculty of the Hartford Graduate
school. Four or five years ago a
professor retired and the EPC authorized a half an FTE at that
time. Our present FTE allocation
is 6 and five sixths and we now
plan to recieve an extra half."
Assoc. Professor Frank Kirkpatrick, EPC chairman, said the EPC
"will continue to examine the departments with respect to increasing the faculty. There is no set
number beyond which we can not
go. The current capital campaign
and Trinity's recruitment have
been successful enough that we
have the funds to increase faculty
size."
Dean Spencer commented that
"no doubt that as specialties develop and as student interests shift
we will have to increase faculty.
But the sky is not the limit - the
limit is nearer than the sky."
The college is currently undergoing a push toward interdisciplinary
studies, including a new interdisciplinary minors program, that is
also providing pressure for increasing faculty. Bronzino said his
extra half FTE "will permit us to
offer courses like freshman semi-

nars and Understanding Technology. Because of limited staffing we
have been unable to add interdisciplinary courses."
Dean Spencer outlined the procedure followed by the departments who will be hiring new
faculty members if Ihe EPC's reccomendation is cleared by the
President and subsequently approved by the Board of Trustees.
The department will advertise for
the position, review applications,
interview finalists, make an offer,
and then ask the Board of Trustees to finalize the appointment.
Ads are placed in journals or academic bulletins related to the field
of the open position and often in
The Chronicle of Higher Education, and sometimes even in the
New York TiTnes. The ads must include the specific position, the possiblity of tenure, salary, special
competencies required, application
deadline, and any materials the applicant must submit.
Trinity's policy on affirmative
action means that people in affirmative action categories, such as
women and blacks, need to be
aware of the available position.
"A search committee of 4 to 6
people representing the conerned
departments) must be set up to
review applicants and create a
short list of about 7 finalists," said
Dean Spencer.
"Finalists who make the list will
visit the college and be interviewed by faculty and students.
They may be also asked to teach a
class or seminar."
"The search committee recommends the new appointment to the
Dean of Faculty and Affirmative
Action Officer at that point," said
Dean Spencer. "If they agree it is
acceptable, they make an offer to
the candidate. The Executive
Board of Trustees will then finalize the appointment."
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Editorial
Thanks for Nothing
Initially, this space was going to give thanks for a
weil-deserved break this campus needed. But, like the
craziness of this semester, the issue could not come
out. It seemed to be a just ending to the months of
turmoil that have driven many students to that undefined
"edge."
There is a problem with the Thanksgiving break, it
teases the vacationer. It gives him the taste of what
Christmas break feels like, and then thrusts him back
into the cruel tail end of the semester.
The newspaper's dilemma this time was the result of
our printers. At noon last Monday, the telephone rang
with the news that the typesetting equipment broke down.
It would not be repaired in time for the normal Tuesday
issue. We did not laugh.
Now, a week later, the same issue has come out with
a few changes to bring it up to date. We no longer are
in that joyous mood that we were in when we left Trinity.
It is safe to say that The Tripod looks today the way
the whole campus feels: tired, overworked, and yearning
for a long vacation.

Letters
Submissions for Trinity Papers Due January 30
To the Editor:

EXTRA! EXTRA!
The major news story that was not reported in this
week's issue was the Thanksgiving break burglary of
Northam Towers last week. There were six rooms in
Northam that were broken into. The total value of the
items stolen still have not been assessed, but included
among the stolen goods were a VCR, cameras, clothes,
jewelery, and one students pet ferret. Yes, that's right,
they even took someone's pet ferret. It is nice to see
that everyone had a nice vacation over Thanksgiving,
including Security.

As has been the tradition, the
President's fellows have decided to
publish a sixth edition of the Trinity Papers, an annual journal of1
outstanding undergraduate scholarship. The Papers will consist of
superior student papers, scientific
research reports, and essays. All
matriculated, undergraduate Trinity students are encouraged to,
submit work done for courses,
seminars, independent studies, as
well as essays written especially

Thanks Given for Minority Weekend
To the Trinity College Community:
Our thanks to all who contributed toward a very heartening and
successful minority weekend. So
many of you gave of yourselves in
extending a warm and classy welcome to our visitors.
Special thanks to the Admissions Office staff, senior interviewers and tour guides, Buildings
and Grounds, the Business Office,
the Calendar Office, Central Services, Ferris Athletic Center, the
Front Desk, Resedential Services
and the RA's, Saga, Security, and
the Tripod for patience, understanding, and a job very well done.
Thanks also to Umoja House, the
many administrators and faculty
and staff who worked so hard, Judith Branzburg, Helene Figueroa,
Dennis Mink, Harry Pacheco, and,
especially, to you students who
hosted and agreed to host the high
school seniors and otherwise made
them comfortable and at home.
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Features Editor
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ouncements Editor
John,

AdvertisingMeager *
Production
Tory Clawson
Sherri Marton

Transmission Manager
Richard Takacs
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Circulation Editor
Wendy Sheldon

NOTE: The Tripod accepts and prints all letters to the editor and longer
opinion articles. All submissions should be typed and double spaced. Although there is no limit to length, the editor reserves the right to condense
letters of more than 250 words. All letters submitted by Friday, 5 p.m. will
be considered for publication. Letters can be brought to the Tripod office
(Jackson basement) or placed in campus mail, Box 1310. If there are any
further questions, the editorial board can be reached at 21,6-1829.

Responses have been most favorable and enthusiastic and the
combined efforts of the community
will help us in our goal to increase
the diversity at Trinity. We are
all winners!
Sincerely,
Donald N. Dietrich
Director of Admissions

faculty members, administrators,
and other students who have special knowledge in the area of a particular paper may occasionally be
sought by the editors. However,
final decisions will rest with the
editorial board, and these decisions cannot be appealed.
The deadline for submissions for
the sixth edition of the Trinity Pa-i
pers is Friday, January 30, 1987.
All materials should be addressed
to "The Trinity Papers", Box
#3021, To eliminate personal bias,
identifying numbers will replace
the author's name on each paper
before the editorial board undertakes consideration. Those papers
not accepted for publication will be
returned to their authors. All students are encouraged to consider*
submitting their best efforts from
their coursework; it's worth a try!
Sincerely,
The Editorial Board of the Trinity Papers Nov. 1986

English Praises Minority
To the Editor:
Minority weekend was a fine
success. Approximately 100 high
school seniors visited our campus
for a very active and informative
three days. I wish to thank each of
you for your interest and for devoting your time and energy to
making this program such a success.
There were many fine candidates who displayed a genuine interest in attending Trinity next
year. It would be wonderful if their
excitement about the College could
be maintained between now and
the middle of April when letters of
acceptance will be mailed, I would

Weekend

like to urge each of you to choose
three or four of the candidates with
whom you had discussions and
write to express our continuing interest in them and our dedication
to increasing minority representation at Trinity.
The Admissions Office has a
complete file of visitors and can
assist you with names and addresses. Please contact the staff in
the Admissions Office.
I would very much appreciate
your help in this college-wide endeavor. Many thanks.
Sincerely,
James F. English, Jr.
President

Security for New Parking Lot Has Critic
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for the Papers. The work must
have been done while the author
was a student at Trinity. Papers
can be on any topic and only works
of exceptional quality will be chosen for publication.
Requirements for submitted
work are as follows: As a rule, papers should not exceed twenty-five
double spaced pages, and editors
may require revision before publication. All work submitted will be
reviewed by an editorial board
drawn from the President's fellows. Assistance and opinions of

It was 1:00 a.m., Homer had his
beer goggles on, and once again
he had that oceanic feeling for
mankind

To the Editor:
You've got to love this phrase:
"The lot will be well lighted and
- well guarded by two security cameras". Since when has. that de. terred anyone??? I know
I'm
looking forward to walking from
Broad Street to Wheaton in the
dark. Not to worry though, the
cameras are watching me. Oh I
forgot, no one is watching the
cameras....But the vandals don't
know about our pseudo camera
monitors, or do they? Is it safe to
say at least thirty cars have been
vandalized since their brilliant and
expensive installation?
Why not spend the $35,000 per

camera on $35,000 per walking,
toned security guard. Wouldn't a
human presence deter a vandal
more than a vacant camera? If the
security guards are wary of walking alone, tell them to try the
buddy system. Granted, you can't
change Trinity's neighborhood, but
you can change the degree of
safety on campus. I ask which is
more important to you: financing
a new dorm and providing for future students or protecting your
students who already attend the
school. Just remember we are tomorrow's Alumni.
Sincerely,
Ginny Rowan '87
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ATTENTION
TRIPOD STAFF.'
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For Next Semester's Positions
Will Be Held On
Tuesday, December 2
at 10:00 pm in
THE TRIPOD OFFICE

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Production Editors

Features Editor

Photography Editors

Announcements Editor

j
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News Editor

i Arts Editor

Sports Editors

World Outlook Editor

Circulation Editor

Transmission Manager

Business & Advertising Manager
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Aids: Myths Dispelled
by Susan Hyman
Tripod Staff Writer
In coordination with Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome
[AIDS) Prevention Week this past
week, Trinity hosted the panel
AIDS & You: An Update;, co-sponsored by Trinity Women's Center,
the Dean of Student's Office, the
Medical Office, and the Newman
Club. The program was divided
into two sections; the fist part was
devoted to a screening of "Sex,
Drugs, & AIDS" and a discussion
of prevention. The second part
delved into the psychosocial effects of the epidemic.
Although there have been no reports of AIDS at Trinity, the college adopted a policy a year and a
half ago that would ensure against
any AIDS victim being "treated
any differently from any other student." In explaining Trinity's policy, Dean Winer stated that the
students "would not be asked to
move out of their rooms" nor

would they be forced to "wear
gloves to dinner." They would be
treated just like anyone else who
contacted a disease while in residence at Trinity.
Though AIDS is not a problem
on campus, it has claimed 15,000
deaths nationally. Of the 26,000
cases reported, a quarter have
been IV drug users. 1/5 of all victims are in the 20-29 year range.
Through the use of the movie and
the panel discussion, AIDS was defined as a deadly disease caused by
a virus that destroys the body's
immune systems, not the "wrath
of God" as some less than sympathetic observers have labeled it.
The virus is carried in both semen
and blood. Despite common fears,
AIDS cannot be transmitted
through common contact with silverware, doorknobs, make-up, or
toilet seats.
The most effective means of
transmitting the disease is through
IV drug use. An infected needle
transfers the disease directly into
the blood system of the other drug

South Africa Forum
Features Yale Lecturers
by Peter Swanson
Staff Writer
In the lecture "South Africa
from the Inside," on Nov. 25 in the
Rittenberg lounge, the four speakers had one common theme. They
were trying to convey a vivid image of the opressive regime in
South Africa, and the hardships
that it's black citizens face daily in
all aspects of life: social, ecomonic,
political and scholastic.
The four speakers, Victor Machingaidze, Mbulelo Mzamane, Halton Cheadle and Jacob Mohlamme,
are spending a year in America and
are teaching seminars at Yale.
Cheadle is a lawyer in South Africa while the other three speakers
are or have been professors or
teachers in Africa.
Mzamane spoke first and was
concerned primarily with outlining
the main phases of liberation,
starting with the Dutch arrival m
1562. "From that period, conflict
inevitably began," he said.
Until 1880, there was an extended period of frontier wars,
"not unlike the frontier wars
fought in America," said Mzamane. The Europeans were victorious and thus began the phase of
political protest for the African
population.
"I think the great culminating
point of protest was in 1912 with
the formation of the African National Congress (ANC)..,to resist
the further erosion of African people and their land," he continued.
Mzamane spoke of how the protest has slowly shifted from "passive disobedience" into "limited
sabotage." He ended by saying
"My theme is simply to illustrate
that the strategies of the movement have been in response to intensification of repression."
Jacob Mohlamme spoke second
and was principally concerned with
the education system in South Africa.
"In 1959," Mohlamme said, "the
government extended apartheid to
education which led to the establishment of universities and colleges just for blacks...and many
universities were forced to shut
their doors to black students."
At present, there are 11 white
universities for four million whites,
and four black universities for 25
million blacks, Mohlamme noted.
Mohlamme told how only 33 doctorate degrees from South Africa's graduate schools have been
given to blacks in 113 years while
310 have been given to whites in
just the past 15 years.
. ' 'As of now, there are six million
illiterate adults in South Africa,"

Mohlamme added.
Halton Cheadle, speaking third,
discussed black employment and
the trade union movement in South
Africa.
He opened by explaining the
mine working conditions in vivid
detail, and how 50,000 mine workers have died in work-related accidents in the past 80 years and
countless others have been crippled or killed by mine-related diseases and ailments.
,
The black mine workers, Gheadle explained, receive 120 dollars
a month, one tenth that of white
mine workers. "In 1972, wages
were less than they were in 1885."
he said.
On a hopeful note, Cheadle then
spoke of the trade union movement, which is "vibrant and growing in size," and "intensely
democratic."
Cheadle said that "there have
been more strikes in the last ten
years than in the industrial history," and there are now five to
seven million workers in the Congress of South African Trade
Unions.
Cheadle quoted the general secretary of the trade union as saying, "we are working towards the
goal of freedom, not only from
apartheid but from economic injustice."
Victor Machingaidze, speaking
last, dealt largely with political issues and the role of South Africa
in the region.
"South Africa is trying to destabilize frontline states economically...and is aiding "bandits" to
economically wreck neighboring
countries, such as Angola and
Mozambique" he said.
Machingaidze reached an emotional peak when, at the end of his
talk, he adressed the role of American politics.
"We fail to understand how a
government which proclaims itself
to be democratic can disrupt economic development," he said. "We
see American aid given to the bandits and we just don't understand.
"It appears to us that your foreign policy is dictated by your conflict with the Soviet Union. Any
conflict in our part of the world is
seen as the fault of the Soviet
Union."
"This is an unfortunate and narrow view, totally ignoring the nationalist character of the uprising
in South Africa; what the United
States should be concentrating on
is working with the black majority,
because the end of apartheid in inevitable, the struggle will be victorious", he concluded.

participant. AIDS can also be
spread through copulation, and the
panel recommended the use of a
condom to reduce the risk of contractingg AIDS from an infected
person.
According to the movie, there
are predominantly five risk groups
in America. The groups are gay
and bisexual men, IV drug users,
people who receive infected blood,
those who have sex with anyone in
a risk group, and babies born to
infected women. It has not been
documented that women can infect
other women.
The second part of the panel discussed the prejudicial treatment of
AIDS victims. Since the largest
percentage of the victims in the
Hartford area are either gay or a
person of color, the panel feels the
government has been less responsive to their needs. In fact, simply
going in for testing for AIDS could
jeopardize one's job and health insurance. According to Jane Burgess, an RN and AIDS Educator
with the Connecticut Department
of Health Services, "the information is out there, but not where it
should be."
Father John Gatzak of Trinity
summed up the session best by
saying, "There is no theological or
Christian reason to justify this type
of prejudice towards any human
being especially anyone with a disease."

SGA Continues Debate Over
Trinity Alcohol Policy
by Joanne Jacobson
Tripod Staff Writer
For the past few weeks the SGA
has been busy deliberating on
Trinity's alcohol policy. Due to recent alcohol related incidents the
SGA felt it necessary to discuss
possible revisions of the current
policy.

take more responsibility for these
incidents." Vartenigian said. This
would mean that besides questioning the student or students that
were directly involved in the incident, the bartender, person responsible for checking student
identification (if underage drinking is an issue) and the president
of the organization could also be
brought before the council and
questioned.

After several sessions the SGA
came up with what they think is a
viable solution to the alcohol problem at Trinity. According to SGA
president Tyler Vartenigian
a.. Jury Board consisting of seven
students would be created to review all alcohol related incidents
on campus. The students would be
members of the SGA and handpicked by the current President of
SGA for their competance and
nuetrality. Vartenigian feels confident that there are several members in his government who would
qualify for such a board.

Once all the evidence has been
brought before the council they will
then make a reccomendation as to
what action or actions should be
taken. The reccomendation and all
of the evidence will be submitted
to Dean Winer who will make the
final decision as to what should be
done. Vartenigian feels that this
will not only improve but speed up
the whole process since previously
it has been up to Dean Winer to do
the entire process which often had
to be put on hold due to Winer's
busy schedule.

Although due process has not
been established yet, after any distasteful alcohol related incident the
board would convene to discuss the
evidence. Responsibility for the incident would be carefully exam-'
ined. "We'd like to see the
organizations thet run the parties

The idea of a Jury Board will be
brought before the Student Affairs Committee (the joint studentfaculty group in charge of reviewing the current college alcohol policy), chaired by Professor Randy
Lee, for consideration in the coming weeks.
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Campus News: Williams
by Daniel Owen
Tripod Staff Writer
WILLIAMS: Serious repercussions for all New England campuses could he the result of recent
violence at a Williams party late in
October. The appropriately named
Club Bacchus, a student organization, served 20 kegs of beer in its
Saturday night party on October
25. Before the night was over, Williamstown Police were brought in
to investigate complaints of assault and battery, and found a
number of alcohol law violations.
One student, Club Bacchus president Donald Aselton ('88), has had
charges filed against him for his
involvement in the sale of alcohol
at the party on the 25th. The police
have charged him with selling alcohol without a license, furnishing
alcoholic beverages to persons under 21, and procuring by false representation the sale or delivery of
alcohol to minors.
Aselton was scheduled for arraignment at the Northern Berkshire District Court in North
Adams on November 19. If he is
found guilty on all counts, he could
be fined for as much as $1500 and
serve as much as a year and a half
of imprisonment.
All other campus parties were
cancelled that weekend, and the
Williams administration has resolved to achieve some clarity in
the college's party policy.
Two Williams students, a Wil-

liamstown resident who attends
.Union College, and his girlfriend
•started the night's problems with
a dispute about the Williams-Union
football game that had been played
that afternoon. A fight broke out,
and the Williamstown Police were
summoned by Williams security.
The police arrived to find two of
the men bleeding, the woman
claiming that she had been
punched, a broken window, and
participant injuries including a
black eye and a loose tooth.
Upon noticing the circumstances
of the party itself, however, the
police all but forgot about the fight.
Williamstown Police Chief Joseph
Zoito was concerned that "There
were 20 kegs of beer at that party,
and quite a few underage people.
We know there was money changing hands as well." As a result, the
police have launched a full-scale investigation of underage drinking
on the Williams campus.
"Learning how to drink isn't
part of your college curriculum,"
says Zoito, who has met with Dean
of the College Stephen Fix in what
Fix has described as "a constructive discussion" on campus alcohol
policy. Director of Security Ransom Jenks commented that
"Change is inevitable. It may take
some time, but it's certainly going
to happen. Let's hope it happens
without a whole group of Williams
students having to face criminal
charges."
Some Williams students are
skeptical that any profound problem with alcohol on campus exists.

Trinity to Begin
Minor

ACADEMICS TO BE
REWORKED

by Dave Copland
Tripod Staff Writer
"It seems to me that more students need to engage in a systematic interdisciplinary study," says
Professor J. Ronald Spencer, the
Associate Academic Dean who
helped to formulate the new minors program.
Beginning with the class of 1992,
all Trinity students will be required to complete a 6 course, interdiscplinary
minor.
Said
Spencer, "Each minor must draw
from 3 different fields, say English, History, and Philosophy. The
faculty will develop about 20 minors - so students will have a broad
array to choose from. They will
also be able to create their own,
just as they can now with the major."
"No student in a class earlier
than 1992 will have to take a minor," stated Spencer.
"The program will enable faculty to make connections between
their own specialties and those of
their colleagues," said Spencer.
Over the summer faculty specializing in History, Classics, Literature, and Art History worked
together planning a new minor

called the Classical Tradition.
According to Spencer "The General Education Council must approve every minor. They have
already approved a minor in Women's Studies and about 4 or 5 others are in an advanced state and
may be approved by the end of the
year."
The Women's Studies minor has
been under planning for several
years, even before the concept of
the minor program began, and thus
it is the first one to come out. It is
currently available as an unrequired option for all Trinity students.
The Curriculum Committee suggested the minors program and in
the Fall of 1985 the faculty tentatively approved it. In March of
1986 the faculty gave its final approval and in late spring the Board
of Trustees also approved the new
program.
History, Philosophy, and Engineering faculty members are involved in a History of Technology
minor that may be ready for next
year. "Many minors will probably
take two summers to complete."
Spencer summarized the goal of
the program by noting "we will be
better preparing students to live
and work in a world that is itself
interdisciplinary,''

' This attitude is well reflected by
one anonymous Bacchus member
who said, "It was just a case of
someone getting riled up at a
'party, and the police really blew it
out of proportion."
Local police departments have
begun to stand up and take notice
of other New England campus activities. The Williams Record reports that charges similar to those
Aselton is facing have been
brought against some North Adams State College students. Commissioner Arthur Kelly of the
North Adams Police is "looking to
cut down on wild keg parties, by
trying to reduce them to smaller
house parties."
In a broader sense, the William's
situation may mark the beginning
of a new trend of police intervention on New England college campuses, coinciding with the
enforcement of the 21 or older alcohol law in effect throughout the
region. At least in Williamstown,
local officials have served notice
that if police do not consider college administrative policies on alcohol stringent enough to satisfy
local police officials, they should
take matters into their own hands.
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Oxf am Organizes Limited Meal
by Peter Swanson

The Trinity community lent its
hand in the struggle to alleviate
world hunger by serving a limited
evening meal at SAGA last Thursday in conjunction with Oxfam's
Fast for World Hunger.
Junior Beth Galvin, the organizer of the event, called it "a fast
to be aware of world hunger," and
said, "I'm really happy with what
tiashappejjed/'
The fast'is held each year, one
week before Thanksgiving, by Oxfam America, a non-profit, international agency that funds selfnelp projects in poor countries. Oxfam America asks people nationwide to fast for the day and donate
the money that would have been
spent on food.
Last year at Trinity, 555 students on the SAGA meal plan
agreed to fast, and SAGA sent the
refund money to Oxfam.
This year, it was decided that,
along with a fast (125 students volunteered), SAGA would serve a
limited meal (one dinner selection,

(Btrrl&lfl

no soup, no bread, and no desert)
and send the saved money to Oxfam. A vote was held and, as Galvin said, "the response was
enormous." 792 students voted for
the limited meal, and 83 voted
against.
Galvin and other volunteers were
principally hoping to increase
awareness of world hunger. "Making the most money was not important," she said, "the people
organizing this year thought it was
more important to educate the student body,"
Galvin went on the say that "last
year, we had a presentation (about
Oxfam)...two people showed up."
This year, Galvin was pleased
with the results and felt that students have become more aware. "I
think it (the limited meal) made
everyone who went in there think
about the people who are starving.
It was an educational experience."
Not all students had positive reactions to the event, however. One
freshman, who wished to remain
anonymous, said "I don't see
where it's going to do any good.
Depriving us of dinner will not alleviate the problem, and besides. I

was hungry."
Galvin felt that people were opposed to the limited meal because
they felt that other people had decided their eating habits for them.
Most reactions, though, were positive, either towards Oxfam or the
meal itself. Freshman Jay Ufford
thought that the meal, which was
spaghetti and meatballs, "was a lot
better than German night, which
must have cost a fortune."
Sophomore Laura Thomas, who
is "definitely for fasting" but could
not on Nov. 20, felt that the event
had "certainly made people more
aware."
It is not known as of yet how
much money was made for Oxfam.
SAGA's Bob Schodelmeier will
probably find out on Nov. 24.
Schodelmeier, who was unavailable for comment, is considered by
Galvin an avid supporter of Oxfam.
Galvin stressed that more than
anything the importance of the
event was in its educational value.
She was pleased with the way the
day went and by the overall response of Trinity students. "The
vote speaks for itself," she said.

Car Theft on the Rise at Trinity
Continued from. Page 1
are the easiest to break into. Stewart feels that the Hartford Police
are doing a good job, in that they
patrol frequently, and cooperate
when needed. She suggests bucking into the parking spaces on
Summit street, hecause a ear facing campus is easier to oversee
with the cameras.
Senior Chris Sanden's car was
stolen Wednesday the 22 of October from Summit street. She immediately reported the theft to the
Hartford police. At first, they were
not helpful, because they had registered her car under the wrong
liscence number. One week later,
she received a call from the police
to go see her car; they had found
it in Kinney park at the north end
of Hartford, completely stripped.
The police informed Sanden that
her car was stolen by a local theft
ring in which two children of a
Hartford council woman were indicted. Sahdon adds, "I don't
really know that there is a solution; the magnitude of the problem
is way out of proportion to what
security can'handle." She believes
that where she parked the car, the
make of the car and the time at
which the theft occured were important factors contributing to the
: crime.

Paul VanMarx ('88) car was also
stolen over Open Period from
where it was parked behind A.D.
Discovering his car was gone, he
reported the incident to the police
and campus security. Three and a
half weeks later the car was found
on Broad Street, missing both the
front, seats and the ignition. In regards to security he remarks "they
should patrol the A.D. and (St. Anthony's) Hall lots better, especially
over Open Period because theives
know the schedule of the school."
Scott Vandermarck ('89) has had
similar problems with his scooter.
He has had two scooters stolen on
the Trinity campus; the first was
one was stolen in late September
in front of Wheaton dorm, the second in late October from the parking lot of St. Anthony's Hall. He
was able to report the first incident to security in time to chase
the thieves; however, they failed
in the efforts to catch the people.
The scooter was not insured because its value is $450 and the cost
ofinsurance theft in Hartford averages about $350.
He states, "The first theft was
my fault because I left the scooter
unattended and unlocked, even
though it was only for one or two
minutes." The second scooter theft
was reported to the Hartford police. Two days later, the. police

»ound two men driving scooters
down Allen place, (also stolen) and
followed them to a ravine behind
St. Anthony's Hall where they
were hiding other stolen scooters.
"I think that the security staff is
good, but they are ill-equipped to
deal with many of the situations
that arise on campus," said Vandermarck. Rather, he believes the
Hartford police are at fault, because they do not sufficiently control crime in the surrounding
areas.
Lyerly Spongberg ('89) had her
Volkswagon broken into across
from the Cook Arch on Summit
street. She was extremely agitated by the fact that only when she
told security about the theft of her
radio did they focus their cameras
on her car. From the camera, the
evidence of the break-in was visible, making it clear that if security
had been paying attention, the
theft might not have occurred. She
then reported the incident to the
police.
She believes that the administration should invest in a guarded
parking lot. She feels that it is
"silly to dissuade people from
bringing cars. Security is not effective because ten security cam-\
eras aren't any good if no one is
watching them."
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In The News
by Hillary Davidson
It seems as if these past six years of Reagan's presidency have been as
carefully planned and as stage-managed as one of his campaign stops.
Indeed, Reagan's "genius" lies in his ability both to evade questions from
reporters and to set the rules by which the news media is forced to play.
His aides have become masters of the art of controlled access — they see
to it that he is quite sheltered from the press. Considering that Reagan
was a Hollywood actor before he entered politics, it is no wonder that
what we do see of Reagan's presidency often seems like a show.
Oh sure, there were problems which plagued this administration — the
moral indignation and outrage caused by Reagan's visit to the Bitburg
Cemetary which contained Nazi graves, and the bombing of the U.S.
Embassy in Beirut — to name just two incidents which immediately come
to mind. It wasn't long, though, before the hoopla surrounding these crises
died down. Reagan's popularity, having miraculously recovered from each
blow, continued to soar. The "teflon president" is a hackneyed nickname
for Reagan, yet well-deserved since issues will not stick to him.
However, in the aftermath of Reykjavik, the victory of Democrats in
the fight to control the Senate, and the foreign policy debacle in Iran, the
White House show appears to be falling apart. Why is the Reagan magic
fading?
Reagan won landslide victories in '80 and '84 and he was particularly
successful in the first few years of his administration because he had
tapped into the public consciousness. America had been humiliated by the
hostage crisis in Iran and so it fell in love with the man who preached
patriotism and strength. Reagan and his "trickle-down" economic theory
appealed to Americans who were no longer interested in taking care of
the poor. Young people were more conservative and apathetic — more
concerned with making money than with demostrating against the social
ills of the society. Americans, it seemed, wanted to hear all of the good
things that Reagan told them about themselves and their country.
Perhaps now, the mood of the country is changing. This is not to say
that liberalism has captured the hearts and minds of Americans, but there
has been a shift in the winds. Reagan paints a rosy picture of the economy,
but more banks are closing now than in the days of the Depression, the
economies of the Texas and the farm-belt states are in a state of utter
ruin, and plants are closing down, laying off hundreds of workers. Money
still hasn't "trickled down" to the poor and in fact, poverty has actually
increased under Reagan. Things are not as great as Reagan leads us to
believe, and reality is hitting hard. Could this explain why Americans
elected a Democratic Senate and why one in. three. Republicans voted
Democratic despite Reagan's barnstorming sweep across the country?
Could it explain why only 14% of Americans believe Reagan's responses
to questions concerning' the shipment of arms to Iran? Certainly, there
are no clear-cut answers to these questions. Doubtless though, recent
incidents and crises are forcing Americans to confront the problems and
issues that exist today, and to take a hard look at what the "Reagan
Revolution" has brought us.
.
Although Reagan's aides and White House officials are saying that the
teflon president will recover from these setbacks, political analysts maintain that the next two years are going to be very difficult ones for Reagan.
"The teflon has been scratched," they maintain. Reel 1 of Reagan ended
with his stunning victory sweep of 49 states, and Republicans were quick
to cry out that realignment was taking place. Reel 2 might not have such
a happy ending.

by Eddie Paqiiette :
World Outlook Staff;
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Telling Truths About Coors
by Matthew G. Miller
Tripod Staff Writer
Tell me, have you gotten a lecture on beer drinking of late? No,
not the "don't think you better cut
down" routine from your roommate or.the "if you didn't drink so
much beer your waistline might be
slimmer" stuff from your date, or
even the "when I was your age"
bit from your folks.
Rather, I'm talking about the
"don't drink Coors beer" campaign which sometimes makes me
feel that even one sip might doom
the drinker to an eternity of subliminal reactionary thoughts and
desires.
Why not drink Coors? Well, it
seems Coors is supposed to be antiminority, which is a pretty good
reason to abstain from any product — if true. What bothers me is
that no one seemed to be able to
tell me why!
Curiosity then aroused, I took
the trouble to try and come up with
some facts on the situation.
The Coors brewery is a third
generation business, and up until
the last ten or fifteen years, was
strictly a regional beer in the
Rocky Mountain area. Suddenly
rumors started to come East of a
golden elixir, which could be found
only in one roadside diner in Colorado Springs, two liquor stores in
Denver, and in a candy store in
Topeka, Kansas where the proprietor kept his stock of Coors underneath the counter right next to his
pornographic books, consisting of
a volume of "Lady Chatterly's
Lover" and two pages of ladies'
lingerie ads from an old Sunday
New York Times.
The Coors people then skillfully
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It was then that disaster struck!
The Coors brewery is strictly a
family run organization, and as is
many families, the person who
winds up as the spokesman tends
to be patrician of the family, and
is not necessarily the most representative, or for that matter, the
most subtle spokesman. The
spokesman for the Coors brewery
just happened to be the Chairman
of the Board, who just happened
to be of an age when most people
had already retired, and who just
happened to have the habit of
speechifying to civic (including minority) groups wherein he would
refer to America as the land of
opportunity for all, whether of European abstraction or "wetbacks"
or "those whose ancestors were
dragged here in chains".
It hardly came as a surprise then
that minority groups developed a
sneaking suspicion that the seeming insensitivity of this spokesman
towards minority sensibilities
might just also extend into the personnel practices at Coors.
A huge brouhaha erupted, resulting in a minority boycott of
Coors' products and in an investigation by the Federal Government
as to charges of discrimination in
the work place. By the end of 1984,
the Federal Government had found
no discrimintaion, the Chairman of
the Board had issued a public apology and at length signed agreements with minority groups, which

appparently allayed their fears and
concerns, and a much younger and
more socially conscious member of
the Coors family assumed the
practical reigns of the Coors brewery.
Since that time in 1984, Coors
had made conscious studies to
throw minority businesses service
work, had sponsored innumerable
black cultural affairs, had or is
sending close to fifty minority students through college and had embarked on projects to improve
minority communities at the rate
of over 100 million (that's right, a
hundred million) dollars a year.
Now it is hardly a matter of personal concern to me whether your
choice of beverage is Coors or
Pepsi or a mixture of the two, and
1 certainly have no problem with
anyone who chooses not to buy a
product because of their dislike for
what a company or an individual
stands for.
It does seem, however, that if
your choice of beverage is to be a
matter of conscience, that decision
should be made on the basis of
knowledge of what actually happened and not because of innuendos.
So I promise you that if someone
is giving you a bad time about your
choice as to drinking Coors, pro or
con, I will defend to the death your
right to make a decision whichever
way it might be, as long as it is
based upon something more than
rumor.
One small favor, however; could
you talk to this guy in my dorm
who gives me a bad time every
time I walk out on a Jane Fonda
flick. He got me so upset, I drank
2 sixpacks of Coors just to get
even. Trouble is, my.favorite is
really Molson.
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capitalized on the American people's fixation for forbidden fruit,
however bad that fruit might taste,
and eventually grew from a small
regional producer to the fifth,
sixth, and seventh largest brewer
in America depending upon which
bartender you talk to over a t the
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Reagan's Iranian Trade Produced Good Results
instead, belongs decidedly to the
Iranians because the fundamentalists look to the Ayatollah Khomeini for spiritual leadership.
Therefore,
if the U.S. wanted to
Well, I finally did it this week! I
ensure
the
best
contact and influsaved two hard-earned dollars and
went to see a movie at Cinestudio. ence with terrorists, it had to have
The movie was "Aliens", and it Iran's help.
This assistance, aided by Israel
was excellent. There was one line
which particularly stands out in my as a go-between, came about
mind as I set out to write this col- through a deal. The U.S. would
umn. Let me set up the line for ship arms to Israel who would then
you: The space marines had just transport them to Iran. (Incidenbeen attacked by the aliens, and tally, one mistake President Rethe ones that had survived re- agan did make was to label the
turned to the ship. Once aboard, U.S. arms shipment as "defensive
the surviving marines were told by weapons." Weapons, by their very
the company representative who connotation cannot be defensive.
had accompanied them that the al- Because after all, a weapon is used
iens should not be destroyed but to inflict damage, an offensive propreserved. One of the marines re- cess.) Upon receipt of the arms,
sponded most appropriately, "I Iran through its contacts, would
don't know if your're up on cur- then work to bring about the rerent events, but we just got our lease of a hostage. The process was
rear ends whipped (expletive de- long and drawn out, but Iran did
leted for purposes of imagina- live up to its side of the bargain
after receiving arms shipments.
tion)!"
For instance, in September 1985,
when the terrorists failed to reOne might have said the same lease the Rev. Benjamin Weir on
thing to President Reagan after schedule, the Iranians sent armed
watching his press conference ten Revolutionary Guards to "help"
days ago. On the contrary, and I'm the terrorists decide to release
sure quite unpopularly, I volunteer Weir.
that President Reagan knows more
about current events then 79% of
a sampling of Americans give him
This incident demonstrated Ircredit for (according to a News- an's good-faith intentions in carweek poll of Nov. 17). America, rying out the deal. It also
could you please come out from be- demonstrated that Iran could make
hind your white picket fence so the terrorists knuckle under
that we can talk for a moment? through use of force. Thus, it is
Thanks. For your political palate, conceivable that with Iran on the
I offer two lines of reasoning that U.S.'s side, the U.S. could have an
will help support why I believe that effective deterent against Middle
Reagan did the rfgftt thing in deal- East terrorism,
ing arms to the Iranians. Let's first
Iran is also of strategic imporlook at the importance of Iran as tance to the U.S. First, we must
an intermediary between the U.S. examine Iran itself. The mediumand some of the Middle East ter- sized country contains a substanrorist groups.
tial population, a huge and dedicated army (witness the six-year
For quite some time, Syria had Iran-Iraq war), generous deposits
been regarded as the influential of oil, and an economy with good
power broker in the Middle East potential. Quite frankly, Iran has
in dealing with terrorists. If an the potential to be the superpower
agreement was to be made, it went of the Persian Gulf region. With
through Syria. This concept hit its this in mind, we must next conpeak in June 1985 when Syrian sider Iran in light of Russia and its
President Hafez Assad was given motives in regard to the Middle
credit for securing the release of East.
American hostages aboard the hijacked TWA jetliner. That peak
promptly turned into a valley when
it was revealed that Iran had, in
reality, procured the release. Said
one Reagan aide, "...we realized
that Syria didn't have the key."
Indeed, Syria didn't have the key,
or even the knowledge of which
door to open, because it really
didn't control the east Lebanon
area where the Islamic fundamenAmerican Heart
talist groups are concentrated.
(The Islamic fundamentalist group
Association
Islamic Jihad is primarily responWERE FIGHTING FOR
sible for the kidnapping of nine
\OURUFE
American hostages.) The control,
by Aaron Sobel
World Outlook Staff

Research
saves lives.

Russia shares a long border with
Iran. Iran's geography consists of
vast desert regions. So, it is quite
plausible that one of the principal
reasons that Russia invaded Afghanistan was to gain experience
:
n desert warfare before mounting
a future and conceivably effective
invasion of Iran. Now, the main
purpose of an invasion of Iran
could be nothing more than for
Russia to gain a foothold in the
Middle East and have partial control of the supply of Mideast oil.
Fortunately, the Iranians are fa-

natically anti-Soviet, which creates a good opportunity for the
U.S. to establish stronger ties with
Iran. The U.S. has to make sure
the Iranians remain free of Soviet
domination or else as former CIA
director Richard Helms points out,
"If we lose Iran to the Russians,
the world gets cut in half."
So wake up America! Yes, the
entire situation resulted in some
politically damaging fallout. However, the situation also produced
two good results. The first result

was the potentially better future
for U.S.-Iranian relations. The
other result was the release of
some of the hostages. Many of us
complained that the U.S. wasn't
doing- enough to secure the release
of the hostages. Well, guess what?
The U.S. finally did enough, and
more. Now, many people disapprove of what the U.S. did. Don't
put the U.S. in a Catch-22. Iran,
whether we like it or not, is a country the U.S. needs if the powderkeg known as the Middle East is
ever to be defused.

Time Running Out For Aquino
by Lizbet Boroughs
World Outlook Staff
Time may be running out for
Corizon Aquino. Her defense minister is turning- against her, the
Communist rebels in the Philippines have become more violent
recently, and many of her impoverished supporters are growing
tired of waiting for the economy to
improve.
Aquino is making some headway
but not quickly enough to appease
the growing critiscm of her office.
She dismissed over a third of the
Philippine government and hired
new people and is negotiating with
the Communist insurgents under a

declared cease-fire. She is amassing millions of dollars in aid from
other nations and is trying to allieviate poverty as well as restructuring the weak agricultural
economy of the Philippines. However, she isn't moving fast enough.
Defense Minister Enrile (who coincidentally, helped her assume
power) is bitterly criticizing her
negotiations with the Communists. The Communist rebels had
stepped up their raids on out-lying
areas and aggreed to a cease-fire
only when massive army retaliation was hinted at. Economically,
three large sugar cane farms
closed in the past two years leaving even more people impover. ished. People who were promised

a better life when Aquino was
elected are openly criticizing the
government because their better
life hasn't been delivered yet.
Rumors of a coup to overthrow
Aquino are gaining momentum
after the murder of one of her leftwing supporters last week. The
possibility that there will be an attempted coup is high since Aquino
is on a world wide tour to aquire
economic interest in the Philippines. President Aquino is running
out of time. She is not pulling miracles out of a hat fast enough to
please everyone in the Philippines.
Unless she can suddenly become a
magician, or her supporters agree
to wait longer for a better Philippines, her office could be in jeopardy.

DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
1502 BROAD ST.
CALL
TODAY

246-7209

DELIVERED IN 3O
MINUTES OR IT'S

FREE!

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
4:00-2:00
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Announe
Tuesday
A lecture titled Virtue and
Freedom: Reflections on Plato
and the American Founding will
be given by Charles Griswold, an
associate professor of philosophy
at Howard University, Washington, D.C., on Tuesday, December
2, at 4:15 PM at 70 Vernon Street.
Griswold, a 1973 graduate of Trinity, is an editor of Independent
Journal of Philosophy and has
written widely in the area of the
history of philosophy. His latest
book is Self-Knowledge in Plato's Thaedrus'.
Come see the Adminstration and
teams of students from the Economic, History, and Computer Science Departments battle it out at
the Trivia Game Show. The show
will take place at 7:30 PM in the
Cave on Tuesday, December 2 and
will be sponsored by the Community Child Center and the SAO.
The first finalist for Dean of the
Faculty, Professor William Simmons of the University of California-Berkley, will be on campus
Tuesday, December 2, There will
be an open meeting on that day at
4:00 PM in Rittenberg Lounge, at
which Professor Simmons will respond to questions from the audience. All members of the College
community are invited to attend.
Tuesday, December 2, the Women's Center will hold a discussion
titled Women Novelists of the
Harlem Renaissance. The discussion will be led by Judith Branzburg and all are welcome and
encouraged to attend this 7:00 PM
FAS discussion.

Wednesday
Dr. Gary Fountain, head of the
English Department at Miss Porter's School in Farmington, will
give an illustrated lecture on Robinson Crusoe in Early America:

The Evolution of a Story and
Book Design at 8:00 PM on
Wednesday, December 3, in the
Watkinson Library. The talk,
which is free and open to the public, is the last; of a series of three
programs sponsored by the Watkinson Library/Trinity College Library Associates and Miss Porter's
School.

umwise.

The men's squash team is currently looking for a manager. Contact Bruce Hauptfuhrer for details
at 246-8341 or box 1733.

Sunday

Two plays that have been written and produced by Trinity students will be presented during
December. Strawberries and
Cream will be performed on
Thursday, December 4, at 8:00 PM
and Friday, December 5, at 8:00
PM in Garmany Hall of Austin
Arts. The play, which deals with a
women's journey towards self-discovery and her own sexuality, was
written by Jennifer Neal, '86, and
is directed by Caitlin Dean, '89. Ha
Ha Mrs. Silverstone will be performed on Saturday, December 6,
at 8:00 PM and on Sunday, December 7, at 2:00 PM in Garmany Hall.
This two-act comedy is the story
of a father and son who work with
a student to revive a dormant theater company and was written by
Stephanie Lipka, '87, and will be
directed by Deborah White, '87.
General admission for each play is
$6.00 per ticket. Tickets for students and senior citizens cost $4.00
each. For information, call the box
office at 527-8062.

The Young Socialists are holding
its first public meeting on Sunday,
December 7, at 7:00 PM in Alumni
Lounge. The main topic of discussions will be the results of the 1986
elections and their implications for
the elections of 1988. All are invited and encouraged to attend.

Leo the Trainer will be holding
an instruction session in Judo and
Self Defense Techniques at 7:30
PM on Thursday, December 4, in
Alumni Lounge.
The Quad RC/A's are sponsoring
an All-Campus Program entitled
Movies in the Cave. The movies
will be held in the Cave at 8:00 PM
on Thursday, December 4. The
movies presented will be announced later.
Walter Hang, Director of Toxic
Waste Issues for New York Public

0fV5,
MRS. &moLfl SAYS
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YOU, SON.

For Your
Information:

Thursday

Monday
Edward Albee, the Pulitizer
Prize winning playuwright and a
former Trinity student, will lecture on The Playwright vs. the
Theatre on Monday, December 8,
at 8:00 PM in Goodwin Theatre.
Albee, who was awarded Pulitzer
Prizes in 1966 for the play A Delicate Balance and 1975 for the
play Seascape. Albee's lecture is,
a Martin W. Clement Lecture. The
public is invited to attend, free of
charge. A reception will follow the
lecture.
The Special Council on Women
at Trinity is an advisory group appointed by the Trinity president
and composed of students, faculty,
adminstrators, and graduates of
the College. Over the past few
years, the council has initiated a
rape education program and initiated and completed development
oi, the Trinilty Day Care Center.
Non-Council members are encouraged to serve on any working subcommittees by simply contacting
the Chairperson of the Subcommittees. They include: Maternity
Benefits, Mimi Burns, Affirmative Action, Judith Branzburg,
Salary Study, Diane Zannoni,

BLOOM COUMTT

smsime?
\

Campus Security, Robin Shephard, Violence and Women,
Dave Winer, and Classroom Climate, Sabrina Farrell.

Interest Group (NYPIRG), will
speak on the topic of "Hazardous
Waste: A National Problem, A
Local Problem — What Students
Can Do About It" in the Boyer
Auditorium of the Life Sciences
Building on Thursday, Dec. 4, at
7:00 p.m. The event is sponsored
by the ConnPIRG Environment
Committee.

The Voluntary Action Center for
the Capitol Region Inc. is looking
for someone interested in befriending an older person or shutin. Activities can range from holding discussions and taking walks
to making telephone calls. Donate
just' one to two hours a week. If
interested, please call the Center
at 247-2580.

ADMISSIONS INTERVIEWERS: This spring, the Admissions
Office will be hiring interviewing
candidates for admission to Trinity. Memebrs of the Class of 1988
WHO WILL BE AWAY NEXT
SEMESTER are hereby invited to
apply for these positions. Applications can be obtained in the Admissions Office. The application
"deadline is Friday, December 12,
1986. An interview with the Admissions Staff will then be scheduled for Saturday, December 13,
1986. Those who are interested,
but will not be away next semester
will be invited to apply in the
spring.

The IDP Program wishes to inform the Trinity community that
an IDP student who at present is
writing a book for disabled children needs an artist for illustration. If interested, call 525-3234
after 4:00 PM, ask for Kathy Ludlum, and express an interest in
Joyce Baker's project.
There is a photography exhibit now
on display on the second floor of
Mather. The display will remain
through December 9th.
Performances of Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? will be given
December 5, 7-12, 15-18, 20, and
21 in the Wallace Stevens Theatre in the tower building of the
Hartford Insurance Group, 690
Asylum Ave, Hartford. Performances Monday through Saturday evenings are at 8 PM. Sunday
matinees are at 2:30 PM and Sunday evening performances are at
7:30 PM. All tickets are $12 and
are
available
by calling
TheatreWorks Box Office at 5277838.

Wouldn't it Smice t(

Reminder: Please return blankets,
pillows, and linens used during Minority Weekend.
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Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of
Albee will give the Martin W-
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The following on-campus employers still need help from reliable students who will want to work through Maj

esperately Seeking Susan (PG13) 7:30
Back to School (PG-13)
9:30

Department.

Contact Person

Type of Position

Computer Center
Business Office

Cindy Sanford
Marcia Phelan Johnson

Consultant Positions
Office Clerk
Resource Asst. Trainee
Computer Consultant Trainee
Office Assistant
Office Assistant
Bindery/Mail Trainee On Call
Bindery Offset Operator
Print Shop Assistant

Social Science Computing Center

Kathy Wolf

Medical Office
Child Center

Janet Curtis
Tricia Gronell

Central Services

Kyung Park

Pauline Earn.

Computer Technical Assistant
Clerk (next semester)
Office Aide

AAC Slide & Record

Trudy Jacoby

Slide Collection Assistants
Record Collection Assistants

Upward Bound

Dennis Mink
Leo Hamel & Peg Hogan &
Burt Apfelbaum & Mrs. Willard
Velga Adamsons

John Barnicle
Gerry Donovan

Engineer & Computer Science
IDP Office

Physical Education
President's Office
Audio Visual
Buildings & Grounds
Registrar's Office
News Bureau

Phil Duffy
Jill Slusarski
Marie Rinella
William Churchill

Office Assistant Tutors
Crew Aide
On Call Office Aide
On Call Driver
Technician
Clerical Worker
General Office Work
Typist

CULTURAL
EVENTS
Music:
e to be on a beach somewhere far from Hartford?

Wed. Dec. 3: Hart School of Music Guitar Ensembles.
12:15 PM. 2nd floor- Center Church House (60 Gold St., Hartford)
Admission: $3 with lunch
$1.50 without lunch
249-5631, reservation required for lunch
Dec. 6: Handel's "Messiah", conducted by Michael Lanchaster.
8 PM, Bushnell Memorial Hall
246-8742
Dec. 7: Mihaly Virizlay, cellist, and Robin Kissinger, pianist
4 PM, Wykeham Rise School (Wykeham Rd., Washington, CT)
Admission: $10 *with exhibit by printmaker Sandra Corrigan
868-7347
Dec. 10: "Joy of Bach" FILM
12 noon, 2nd floor - Center Church House (60 Gold St., Hartford)
(see information above-Dec. 3)
Poetry
Dec. 7: Carol Potter, Massachusetts Arts Foundation on Finalist 1985-86
3 PM, Zone Art Center (395 Dwight St., Springfield, MA)
(413)732-1995
Theatre/Performance:
Dec. 4-5: "Strawberries and Cream"
8PM, Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Dec. 6: Short Pieces by Samuel Beckett ("Krapp's Last Tape" and "That Time")
8 PM, Zone Art Genter (Dwight St., Springfield)
Admission: $5
$3, students
Dec. 6: "Ha! Ha! Mrs. Silverstone"
8 PM, Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center
Dec. 9-10: "Clytemnestra, or Crimes", and "Eating Around the Nuts"
8 PM, Garmoney Hall, Austin Arts Center.

» Woolf?", playing at the Wallace Stevens Theatre December S-21. Playwright Edward
4

lecture, entitled "The Playwright vs. The iTheatre" at 8 PM on December 8.

Exhibits/Lectures:
Dec. 11- March 8: Chinese Folk Art: The Small Skills of Carving Insects
(papercuts, woodblock prints, shadow puppets, embroidery)
Yale Art Gallery (Chapeland York Streets, New Haven)
Gallery times: Tues.-Sat 10 AM-5 PM
Thurs. 10 AM-8 PM FREE
Sun. 2 PM-5 PM
432-0600
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Arts & Entertainment
Final Opus Is Impressive at Chapel
by Jennifer Edmondson
Tripod Arts Editor
The Trinity College Concert
Choir presented Final Opus: The
Last Works of W.A. Mozart, Johannes Braharas, and Arnold
Schoenberg this past weekend in
the Trinity Chapel, to a full house
on Saturday evening. Even for
those who had to stand in the doorways and line the walls Sturday
night, the concert was well worth
the inconvenience.
The very formal, stern setting of
the chapel mixed with the repertoire to create a distinctly solemn
mood throughout the concert. The
chapel setting also created a wonderful aura of intrigue, perfect for
Mozart's turgid Requiem, the evening's focus, as well as the other
composers' final works performed.
The performance opened with
Brahams' Chorale Preludes for
Organ (op. 122, 1896), featuring
College Organist John Rose. Each
of the three preludes was preceeded by the Concert Choir singing a setting by Bach of the chorale
upon which the prelude was based.
It seemed that the concert choir
took the first of the three preludes
to focus themselves. By the third
prelude,0 Gott, dn /rammer Gott,
however, the singers were comfortable and sounded much more
like a full, strong union of voices.
Dreimal tausend Jahre (op. 50A,
1949), by Arnold Schoenberg gave
a more modern focus to the concert. The piece was performed by
semi-chorus, a specific group of approximately 30 choir members.
The 12 tone style of the piece, typ-

ical of Schoenberg's style, was disturbing in its near disonance, as
singers' voices seemed to clash
with the orchestra's accompanyment. The piece became faster
paced and ended abrubtly, Schoenberg's style leaving much of the
audience puzzled.
Mozart's Requiem (K. 626,
1791), in 12 movements, was the
evening's climax, and the choir
seemed to be at their peak by the
work's sixth movement, the Confutatis, by far one of the work's
most powerful movements.
Requiem's first movement, Requiem and Kyrie#01, began with
woodwinds and trumpet, with rising violin notes as the choir began.
A powerful timpani thundered
throughout the chapel with the
toi
choir voices, creating a contrasting
platform for the work's solo secgallon, $oAn
X/wUol,
tion. Soloist Elizabeth Loos, soprano did a fine job, as did the rest
of the choir in this majestic movement.
An even stronger Dies irae featured the entire choir in counterpoint, with the soprano and alto
sections responding to bass and
tenors, together in unison for the
to a brilliant, exciting, end with Ag:
famous of all the work's moveRecordare, the Requiem's fifth
movement's climactic section.
nus Dei, without a doubt the
ments, was one of the centers of
movement, featured choir memThe third movement, Tuba
work's grandest movement. Alpower for the concert. The choir
bers Susan Kluiber (soprano),
minim began with a short horn
though not written by Mozart but.
went all out vocally for the ConfuSharon Larson (alto), Michael
prelude, echoed by bass John
composed by a pupil after Mozart's
tatis. The Lacrymosa was also
Garver (tenor), and Stephen MurWebster. The Tuba mirum also
death, the movement is one of the
powerful, this female dominated
doch (bass). This more settled
featured soloists Liesl Odentune building in a crescendo to a most necessary and inspiring
movement contained a significant
weller, soprano, alto Victoria Clawamount of repetition and was strong "Amen" to end the con- movements in the entire work. The
son,-and tenor Mark Davis. All four
group performed the piece with
cert's first section.
somewhat lighter than the piece's
soloists were excellent, the superb
power and emotion unsurpassed
preceeding movements. In this
soprano and alto voices ringing
The concert's second section beduring the evening.'
throughout the chapel and the slightly different setting, both
gan with movement number eight,
choir and soloists performed well,
tenor and bass serving as strong
When the movement hit its most
Domine Jesu Christen more familgetting only better as the concert
and powerful counterparts.The
emotional point, the movement's,
iar movement to many. Once
progressed. . .
•:'."
choir, of course did a solidly good
second section, ".Communion,?'...
again, Ms. Kluiber, Ms. Larson,
job of backing the soloists.
brought to the audience a quieter,
The Confutatis, perhaps the most
Mr. Garver, and Mr. Murdoch were
slightly more placid text. The
featured in this contrapuntal
"Communion" was brought once
movement.
again to a mournful stage, and
Benedictus, the work's eleventh
then to a powerful, awe-inspiring
movement, featured previously
end that brought the audience to a
featured soloists Ms. Odenweller,
round of thunderous applause.
Ms. Clawson, Davis, and Webster.
All in all, the concert choir's perBenedictus began with a pleasant
filmy green costumes and moving
uous, colorful number, performed
formance was very professional.
violin solo, followed by Ms. Claeagainst a blue background, the trio
by dancers in gypsy costumes.
Both the choir's appearance and
son and then Ms. Odenweller. The
concentrated on individual moveThe evening concluded with an
their
vocal skills reflected planclimax
of
Benedictus
came
with
the
ments, with occasional interaction
innovative performance titled
ning and dedication, as well as a
males' booming "Hosanna'"s,
between the dancers.
"White Bland Blank Seeking
true love of music. With the help
echoed by the choir's higher feA second dance, performed to
Sane," staged by guest choreogof a superior orchestra, under conmale voices, coming to a strong
the popular Phil Collins' song "In
rapher Allison Friday. A group of
certmistress Jill Arbetter of Hartt
but
abrupt
end.
the Air Tonight," included dancers
nine students executed the highly
School of Music, the group preFinally, the Requiem's final
Amy Kelly, Laura Thomas, and rhythmic and disconcerting mosented their skill with great sucmovement,
the
Agnus
Dei
and
Karen Zeltzer. In keeping with the
tions of this dance. The seven fecess, as the audience thoroughly
Communion
featured
Ms.
Loos
tempo of the music, the dancers'
male dancers, originally dressed in
enjoyed
the performance.
once
more.
The
choir
concert
came
.
movements were slow, sensual,
colorful shirts, were consecutively
and rhythmic.
coerced offstage by two male figNancy Cote, Jackie Pou, Sherri
ures in clinical white garb. Upon
Qualters, and Hope Weiner each
their return to stage, each dancer
lent individual patterns of move-, wore black and white, their cosment to "Personal Stereo," apiece
tumes drained of all color. The enset to the theme from the musical
tire sequence achieved a chilling,
"CATS." The dancers' motions
eerie effect.
Are you running out of time?
ranged from slinky to jerky, culA reception for the Club and its
minating in a frantic, scrambled
audience followed Friday's perforending.
mance. .
Lisa Matias choreographed and
performed "Far from Over," a
dance set to the pop song of the
Earth Science
Microeconomics
same name. Miss Matias' solo
brimmed with energy; many of her
Effective Speaking
Philosophy
swift, limber movements verged on
General Psychology
Sociology
the gymnastic.
Human Biology
Today's Music
"Charleston," performed by
Literature
U.S. History
seven dancers in flapper regalia,
offered a lighthearted version of
Managerial Communications
the celebrated dance step, with numerous comical touches.
Or try one of our non-credit workshops
Outfitted in black leotards with
glittery sashes, Anne Baker, Laura
Personal computers Lotus 1-2-3 Word Processing
Martin, and Lisa Matias tapped
Keyboard skills and personal typing
energetically to the appropriate
background music of "Tap Dance
Kid" in a segment dubbed "FabuWinter Intercession Courses, Weekdays
lous Feet."
December 29 through January 16
Choreographed and danced by
Karen Zeltzer, "Paisley Park" featured the use of a background
screen, which created a double silCall for more information
houette of Miss Zeltzer. The effect
of her strong, flowing movements
647-6242
was heightened by their shadow-'
ing on the screen.
"An Evening at the Opera" am60 Bidwell Street
Manchester, Connecticut 06040
bitiously set a dance sequence to
an excerpt from "La Traviata."
The result was a rather wild, rac-

THE TRINITY COLLEGE
CONCERT CHOIR with orchestra

MOZART
REQUIEM

GERALD MOSHELL, conductor

Dance Club Dazzles Audience

Earn 3 Credits in 3Weeks

by Liz Horn

In their first campus performance this semester, the Dance
Club offered a concert in the
Washington Room on Friday and
Saturday evenings. The troupe
performed a varied program of
nine dances, ranging from modern
to tap, to the Charleston.
Guided by faculty advisor Nusha
Martynuk, the Dance Club compiled over an hour's sampling of
various mediums and dancers, with
most numbers choreographed by
students.
"Icarus," the opening segment,
featured Kristen Bergman, Laura
Martin, and Lisa Matias in a flowing, gentle sequence, punctuated
by a strong drum beat. Dressed in

Jiff
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Arts & Entertainment
Playwright Ed Albee to Lecture
by Mary K. Bray
Tripod Staff Writer
Edward Albee, the Pulitzer
Prize-winning playwright and former Trinity College student, will
give this year's Martin W. Clement Lecture, entitled "The Playwright vs. The Theatre" on
December 8 at 8 PM in Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
The event is co-sponsored by the
Theatre and Dance Department
and the Delta Psi Fraternity, Epsilon Chapter. The lecture is free
to the public, and students will be
admitted with a Performance Pass.

Areception will follow the lecture.
Albee attended Trinity in the late
40's and received an honorary doctor of letters degree from Trinity
in 1974. He began writing plays in
1957 and appeared on the cover of
Newsweek magazine in 1963.
He was awarded Pulitzer Prizes
in 1966 for the play A Delicate
Balance and in 1975 for Seascape.
Among the other awards Albee has
received are the 1963 Drama Critics Circle Award for Best Play (for
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?)
and the 1980 Gold Medal in Drama
from the Academy and Institute of
Arts and Letters.

Other plays Albee has written
include "The Zoo Story" and "The
American Dream," both of which
have been performed extensively
off-Broadway and on tour. "The
Sandbox,""Tiny Alice," and "All
Over" are also well known works.
These plays, as well as others,
cause Albee to be recognized as
one of the most important American playwrights of all time.
The Albee lecture will be proceeded by a master class by Albee
in directing and playwriting for
Trinity students. Students are
asked to sign up beforehand for
the class, as seating is limited.

Edna O'Brien
author of The Country Girls Trilogy and
Epilogue (1986) and A Fanatic Heart:
Selected Stories (1984)

Fiction Reading
Wednesday, December 3
7:30 p.m.
Life Sciences Auditorium. Trinity College

"She h a s - as only the finest writers can-created a world: she
speaks in a voice identifiably and only hers."
••The New York Times Book Reuieiv

Area Colleges Jam In Hamltn Hall
by Dana Skinger
Tripod Staff Writer
Generic Jamboree delighted an
enthusiastic audience Friday night
in Hamlin Hall. Presented by After
Dark, the program featured guest
groups from Smith and Wheaton
colleges, followed by the Trinity
Pipes and After Dark.
The lively Smith Smithereens
entertained with a wide variety of
songs, from romantic ballads to
comical skits. Each member's personality showed through ; each
singer got a chance to solo, showing off the Smithereens' individual
talents as well as their group abilities. From the two al.tos who
humorously pointed out that their
unfortunate plight was to sing ail
the baekgttSuted ' "dum, dum,
dums...", to the sweet-sounding
sopranos, the Smithereens sang
well as a group and sounded excellent in harmony.
The Wheatones also impressed
the audience with a mixture of
comedy and serious talent, accompanied by lots of spirit. Their enjoyment of performing was as
obvious asthe audience's appreci-

ation of their talents. Two songs I .
remember were "Fraternity Man"
and another, the name of which I
don't remember, where they
brought out an unsuspecting member of the audience and sang for
him.
The Trinity Pipes followed, and
the familiar sounds of individual
talents were easy to recognize.
About half of the singers soloed at
one time or another, adding to the

The student production "Strawberries and Cream", written by
Jannifer Neal '86 and directed by
Caitlin Dean '89, premieres December 4-5 at 8 PM in Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center. The twomember cast has been rehearsing
since after Open Period.Q 'd Dean
is "very optimistic"BUbout the
outcome of this one-act play.
In "Strawberries and Cream,"
Colbert and Cunningham portray
two young adults in their midtwenties. Dean describes the stage
play as "non-realistic," although
the content points to the realistic
theme of search for one's self.
Carter, portrayed by Colbert, is an
artistic young woman who reveals
stages of unhappiness and loneliness, bordering on insanity.
One scene takes place in "the
institution of her mind," says
•Dean. In Carter's journey toward
self-discovery she must also sort
out her involvement with a man
named Lars, played by Cunningham. Also struggling with his
own self-identity, he decides he
wants to marry Carter, but Carter
ieels that neither of them are ready
tor each Other. Through the oneto-one interaction between Carter
and Lars,their struggle to ammend their inner selves, "the play

free of charge • all welcome

Edna O'Brien
Reading Sponsored
Internationally acclaimed novelist and short story writer Edna
O'Brien will read from her works
at 7:30 PM, Wednesday, December 3, in the Boyer Auditorium of
the Jacobs Life Sciences Center,
Trinity College. The free reading
is sponsored by the Trinity College
English Department.
Hailed by many critics as a
champion of "the condition of
women, especially their sexual
repression," Edna O'Brien was
born in Tuamgraney, Ireland, in
1936 and was educated in Irish
convents. She attended Pharmaceutical College in Ireland.

Student Plays: Part 2
Strawberries and Cream
by Mary K. Bray
Tripod Staff Writer

already robust group character.
The wide and varied repertoire
ended with a vigorous and playful
rendition of the Talking Heads'
"And She Was.", which everyone
especially enjoyed.
After Dark topped off the show
with their impressive singing and
customary joking antics. Two
songs of theirs which I especially
remember are "Me and Julio Down
by the Schoolyard" and "Marry a

Sponsored by
The Poetry Center and the Literary Writing Program. Trinity College

makes a statement of self-hood,"
explained Dean.
Dean's production production
staff includes senior Brad Babbitt,
staging director, and sophomore
Amy McPherson, stage manager,
with input from author Jennifer
Neal. Dean Commented, "It's
great to work with the playwright
because that way we can get the
message across most effectively to
the audience." Dean continued,
"Basically she agrees with how
I've put it together."
The director sees her biggest
problem to be the minimal seating
in Garmany Hall. But she encourages all to attend, saying, "There's
something in it for everyone, and
people with identify with both
characters." Colbert noted the difficulty of her role and the large
amount of time put into rehearsals. "I've had to memorize about
eight monologues," she said,"and
I've put everything else aside for
the play."
Dean is directing the play for full
credit, following an advanced directing course she took with Arthur Feinsod of the Theatre
Department. The two actors,
Joanna Colbert and Tim Cunningham, will also receive a
quarter credit each for the performance, through participation in
Theatre/Dance 109. The play is
open to the public and is a performance pass event.

Woman Uglier Than You." They
also added some new songs I had
never heard before.
Generic Jamboree proved to be
a very enjoyable evening of listening entertainment - the kind of
show that makes you leave singing. Each group had something
unique to offer, and those who saw
the performance Friday night left
with an uplifted feeling of cheer,
warmth, and school spirit.

Novelist,
playwright^ and
screenwriter, O'Brien is the author of eight novels, including The
Lonely Girl (1962),Zee and Company (1970), and Johnny I Hardly
Knew You (1977).
Among her non-fiction works are
Mother Ireland (1976) and James
and Nora: A Portrait of Joyce's
Marriage (1981).
In addition to three volumes of

short stories, she has also written
several plays, screenplays, and
television plays, and contributed to
Oh! Calcutta!, compiled by Kenneth Tynan, 1969. She received the
Kingsley Amis Award in 1962 and
the Yorkshire Post novel award
in 1971.
Critics differ in their interpretations of O'Brien's characters, who
are considered to be like her —
eraigrees from Ireland to Britain,
born in the 30's, victims of bad
marriages. James R. Frakes
writes: "O'Brien thoroughly convinces me that she knows the
mazed caverns of the mind and
emotions of women driven by desperate love.../'
Julia O'Faolian says of O'Brien's
writings: "Although a feminist republic of free, responsible women
might be tempted to ban Miss
O'Brien's defeatist writings, they
should rather, I think, be grateful
to her. Her stories are bulletins
from a front on which they will not
care to engage, field reports on the
feminine condition at its most
acute. Only a woman fiction writer
can safely and authentically explore feminine passivity to the
full."

A1 bee's Work Is Impressive
In its second theatrical production of the 1986-87 season,
TheatreWorks will present one of
the most significant and famous
pieces of American theater, Edward Albee's masterwork,Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, in the
first major professional production
of the play in Hartford since 1966.
This completely new staging directed by Steve Campo and designed by Linda Glass also marks
TheatreWorks' first presentation
in the Wallace Stevens Theatre of
the Hartford Insurance Group.
Few plays have received such attention and received such notoreity as Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?. The winner of both the
New York Drama Critics Circie
Award and Tony Award for Best
Play, it contains some of the most
acerbic and brutally humorous dialogue in American theatre.
The characters of college professor, "George", and his domineering wife, "Martha", became a
permanent part of the American
consciousness through the film

version of the play, starring Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor,
and directed by Mike Nichols.TheatreWorks' production
features Hartford area veteran of
regional theater and summer
stock, Dennis North, as "George",
and noted New York actress Martha Reynolds as "Martha".
Dennis North, who recently
made his film debut in the fulllength thriller, Negatives, has
played many leads in professional
productions of plays ranging from
Sam Shepard's Cowboys #2 to Moliere's Tartuffe. In addition to his
extensive stage experience, Mr.
North has worked frequently in
television, not only as a performer
but also as a writer/producer.
Martha Reynolds has worked in
professional New York theater for
several years, .having most recently appeared there with the
Women's Production Company in
Women's Voices, Her major roles
in New York have included "Olga"
in Three Sisters and a female adaptation of the role of "Gogo" in

Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot, Ms. Reynolds has also made a
number of appearances on daytime
television as well as in film.
James Abbott and Andrea Herz
will play the roles of "Nick" and
"Honey", the ambitious young biology professor and his mousey
wife. The roles were originated on
Broadway by George Grizzard and
Melinda Dillon, and played in the
film version by George Segal and
Sandy Dennis.
Performances of Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? will be given
December 5, 7-12, 15-18, 20, and
21 in the Wallace Stevens Theatre
in the Tower Building of the Hartford Insurance Group, 690 Asylum
Ave., Hartford. Performances
Monday through Saturday evenings are at S PM. Sunday matinees are at 2:30 PM and Sunday
evening performances are at 7:30
PM. All tickets are $12 and are
available by calling TheatreWorks
Box Office at 527-7838.
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News
Demon Hunters Spook Trinity
by Gina Letellier
Tripod Staff Writer
Ed and Lorraine Warren, famed
"Seekers of the Supernatural"
presented a slide-show and lecture
featuring some of their more fascinating and extraordinary cases
to a packed Goodwin Theatre last
Monday evening. Because of larger
than expected crowd, the event
was re-scheduled from the smaller,
McCook Auditorium.
The Warrens prefaced their
presentation by explaining to the
audience that everything they
would see and hear would be true,
and came from actual documented
cases which they, along with other
professionals in the realm of Parapsychology and Paranormaology,
had been involved in. Although the
Warrens did not discuss their experiences with the Amityville Horror case, the cases they referred to
were shocking in themselves.
Perhaps the most fascinating
case they presented was that of a
"haunted family" in England. A
"haunted family" differs from a
"haunted house" in that their
problems follow them wherever
they go. Aside from the "usual"
phenomena of moving furniture
and invisible attackers, this
"haunted family" had an additional problem. Demonic voices of
no apparent origin would be heard
throughout the house.
These voices spoke to the family

have been conjured up. This conjuring can be as organized as a seance, or Witches' sabbat, or as
seemingly childish as playing with
a Ouija board. One such case involved a young girl who was physically and sexually assaulted after
demanding the spirit she had conjured up to make his presence
;
known.
After their presentation, the
Warrens held a question and an-!
swer period. They told the audience that if they should ever
encounter a demon or a demonic
spirit they should command it in
the name of Christ (if Chrisitian)
or God (if Jewish) to return from
where it came. The question was
then asked- What should an athe-'
ist do? Mr. Warren replied, "I've,
never found an atheist in a haunted,
house."
The Warrens were also asked if
demonic disturbances had happened to them outside of their
casework, perhaps as a type of revenge. They responded that this is
often the case, but that they've always been able to successfully
command the spirits) to return to
where it came from. The Warrens
concluded by remarking that even !
after a house or person has been
exorcised, the demons can and do
return if the original behavior that)
prompted their arrival reoccurs.
The Warrens also asked the audience to share any of their experiences with them, and urged anyone
having problems with spirits tc
contact the Warrens at their home

and often quarreled amongst
themselves. These accounts created quite a stir among the audience, but everyone suddenly
became quiet as a tape of the voices
was played. Mr. Warren asked the
voices if they knew who he was.
They replied, "Ed, Ed, Ed." He
then showed them a crucifix and
questioned them again. The voices1
responded, "cross, cross, cross."
Ed then asked them if they were
Christians, and their response was
a fervent, NO! If they were not
Christians, Ed wondered what
they were, the voices responded,
"soldiers, soldiers, soldiers."
The presentation continued as
the Warrens explained some of
their recent cases. Among those
was a ''haunted house within a
stone's throw from the Trinity
campus." When questioned as to
the house's exact address, the
Warrens declined to answer.
Another of the Warrens' more
interesting eases involved the
haunting of a house in Warren,
MA. The family was beseiged by
invisible attacks every time they
entered their home. The wife of
this family was even attacked from
behind as she sat at their kitchen.
After she was rushed to the hospital, two teeth were surgically removed from her head. According
to the forensic pathologists' report, they were pig teeth.
The Warrens went on to say that
75% of all cases of hauntings or
possessions occur when there is
trouble in a home or after spirits
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Pike Penalized
continued from page 1
dividuals involved,
Members will also face any penalties to be imposed by the fraternity's national organization. No
member of the PKA national was
available for comment.
Although individual indictments
are forthcoming, there were five
• penalties imposed on the PKA
house by the administration:
— As of November 21, the chapter is prohibited from engaging in
any sort of activities, except meetings, at its house.
— The chapter cannot rush a
pledge class during the spring
term.
— The chapter cannot engage in
any social or athletic activities anywhere on or off the campus.
— The chapter cannot co-sponsor any events, social or athletic.
— No PKA alumni parties will
be allowed.
The fraternity will be allowed to
re-apply for "full-standing" after
commencement next spring.
"The fraternity's outreach program, however, will not be restricted," Winer said.
The actions against PKA are the
first major penalties imposed
against a fraternity since the Alpha Delta Phi's chapter at Trinity
was penalized for hazing two years
ago. In that instance, pledges were
fed raw chicken livers, causing the

pledges to be taken to the hospital
with food poisoning.
Winer points out that these penalties are not as severe as the ones
issued against AD.
"AD had much stricter restrictions which lasted a longer period
of time," said Winer. AD was not
reinstated until the next year's fall
term. In AD's case, many of the
fraternity's officers were censured, which goes on top of the
student's permanent record.
"The actions of AD was part of
the initiation process, which made
the actions much more severe. AD
had sixteen penalties imposed upon
them including restrictions to the
physical facilities. PKA only received five penalties."
"PKA's hazing was not a
planned activity supported by the
brotherhood," Winer concluded,
"it was a spontaneous action by
one or two specific members acting on their own initiative."
By imposing the penalty, PKA's
president had no objections. "The
administration did treat us fairly.
By coming forward like we did, I
believe there is reciprocal respect
between the administration and
our fraternity. We fully realize the
incident was wrong, and this is our
way of trying to compensate for
what happened."
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Features
Feature Focus
by Chip Rhodes

For a whole bunch of reasons,
we live in an age of proliferating
paranoia. The ever-present and
looming threat of nuclear annihilation is, of course, the most obvious reason; but there are far less
abstract and easier identified mass
anxieties which effect our lives
every day. Witness a recent experience of mine at that microcosm
of American society, the Supermarket.
As always, I was minding my
own business, remaining essentially aloof from my fellow shoppers. I was waiting in a particularly
long and slow check-out line, daydreaming about something, I forget what — probably something
sexual. Anyway, I was shaken
from my stupor by the high-pitched
gibberish of a small child of probably no more than two years. If I
interpreted correctly, the little girl
was beseeching her mother to "get
more candy" or something of its
ilk. The mother was absent-mindedly refusing, while haggling with
the check-out girl over the validity
of some coupon. The girl, sensing
her mother's distraction, started
searching for some other source of
interest. Naturally, she zeroed in
on me.
She eyed me craftily for a moment. Being a sucker for little kids
and a closet ham, I stuck out my
tongue and wiggled my ears simultaneously. She giggled heartily and
tried to mimick my feat, save the
ear-wiggling. I giggled too. I was
in the process of teaching her the
fine art of minie when the girl's
mother turned around and grabbed
her daughter, her countenance betraying a mixture of anger and agitation.
"I should spank you," she
threatened, waving a menacing
finger in the poor girl's face. "I've
told you a hundred times, never,
ever, talk with strangers."
"I'm not so strange," I protested feebly. No use, I was being
effectively ignored. The girl tried
once more to sneak a surreptitious
glance back at me, but the mother

gave her another warning shake.
I thought for a moment to pursue the matter with the woman,
but decided against it. It was, after
all, her child and I had less than no
right to challenge her authority.
Any attempt to question what I
thought were the sad implications
of her action or the potential harm
such teachings could cause the
child would be fruitless.
But the more I thought about it,
the more depressed I became. This
child was obviously by nature
friendly and uninhibited, but she
was being taught to fear people.
The prospect was said: a gregarious child was probably goingtobecome suspicious and timid. She also
might come to believe that something was wrong with her for
"talking to strangers." But the
real problem for me, what I was
finding it impossible to accept, was
that the mother was not entirely
wrong. There is a lot of danger in
the world; even, I suppose, in a
supermarket.
The proof is ubiquitous. Pick up
a newspaper and read about the
latest Tylenol scare. Pick up a milk
carton and stare into the innocent
faces of children who've been abducted. But the import of these
warnings is that it is better to be
perpetually afraid, that the world
is awful, that it is not okay to respond to a small gesture of friendliness in a shopping line. The
trade off is too great.
This kind of fortress mentality,
it seems to me, is self-defeating. If
we allow ourselves to be shakled
by our fears, real or illusory, then
we are denying ourselves all that
is meaningful in life — human interaction.
With such thoughts oppressing
my mind, I left the supermarket.
As I approached my car, I spotted
a group of teenagers leaning
against the hood, bouncing a tennis ball off the windshield.
"Yea you," I shouted. "Get the
hell off my car before I call the
cops."
So much for friendliness.
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OF ART
Credit courses in sculpture.
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printmaking, drawing,
photography, French,
art history, poetry
Summer Term:
]une 18 to |uly 30
Fall Semester
Sept. 3 to Dec. 16
For illustrated brochure:
Foreign Study/LACOSTE
Cleveland institute of Art
1114! East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
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The World Is Your Imagination
bj Ann Coleman
Tripod Columnist
I think I've found the solution.
There just might be a way around
all the little annoying facets of
daily existence. I should thank my
religion teacher,as last week she
reyealed to me and the rest of the
class a way of thinking that could
possibly put an end to all stress as
we know it.
There is a school in Buddhist religion called the Yogachara School.
The crux of its teachings lies in the
belief that all sensory information
are only ideas; people, figures, situations, everything are merely
figments in the mind, Do you know
what this means? We're saved,
that's what. No, I'm not talking
divine salvation, just freedom: a
total lack of obligation to deal.
Consider the consequences of
this. If everything you perceive
right now, this article, the chair
you're in, the people around you,
are merely imaginary forces formulated by your tiny little mind
(no offense), then you don't have
to deal with or worry about anything. Picture the benefits of this
concept:
The next time you're in Follett's
buying a huge textbook you can't
afford, relax. The textbook isn't
really there. That inflated price?
Imaginary. And so is the money
you'll pay for it with, so don't hesitate to ask for more from your
parents. They aren't there either,
so why should it matter to them?
And SAGA. Yes, it's over. No
more stress at the toaster when
somebody steals your pita and
you're left with burnt offerings.
The long lines at the milk machine
are merely a figment of the synthesis of, everyone's overactive
imagination. And the food: it's not
there so don't worry about what it
•is. The lady at the door who makes
you give her a blood sample and a
note from your mother (who
doesn't exist) before she'll let you
in is merely a projection in your
mind. But don't tell Mr that.

Can't stand your roommate or
the poeple across the hall? Don't
stress, just un-think them. The
only problem you might run in to
is that someone else's mind might
be imagining your roommate,
therefore prolonging the existence
of the image. But if everyone were
to become a Yogacharist, we could
solve anything just by making it
go away.
Say you're talking to your parents and they're bumming because
you got a bad grade on an exam.
Tell them they're wasting their
time by worrying. Tell them you
never really took the exam because it never existed and neither
do you for that matter. Go on to

say that even Trinity is imaginary,
and you've become quite comfortable with this new perspective.
Your parents will be undyingly
grateful for this information.
So the next time you're walking
down the imaginary Long Walk
and someone you've imagined you
know looks you right in the eye
and doesn't say hello to you, don't
get upset. They might have succeeded in un-thinking you. And
when you're in the library (or at
least you think you are) writing a
ten-page paper, relax. Take these
things in stride, they aren't really
there. Neither are you. Neither am
I. Neither is anything. It's all in
v
your mind.
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More Sports
Shield Back
in theNFL

Lunatic Ramblings •
of a1 Sports Junkie
Being somewhat overwhelmed with schoolwork and underwhelmed by '
the current Trinity sports offerings, and having a column to write, I'm
just going to make like Larry King and ramble for a while, so please bear i
with me.
Don't think for a minute that because no Bantams are flying yet this
winter that there are no worthy athletic offerings around. Case in point:
the annual high school showdown between Hall and Conard for the bragging rights of West Hartford, as well as the CCC West title, whatever
that is. I know, you're saying "who cares about West Hartford football?"
Well, with apologies to Kevin Smith, John Calcaterra, and the rest of you
Westies, not too many people. But if you enjoy football at all, you would
have liked this contest.
Hall came in with a 10-0 record and the best offense in the state, and
also a semi-deity named Albert Haynes, whose 29 touchdowns was one
shy of the Connecticut record. Conard was the decided underdog, but
went to Hall riding an eight game winning streak. And when Conard
forged ahead to a 9-0 third quarter lead (aided by a clip on an 89-yard
Haynes touchdown run) it appeared that the upset was on.
But that was when Haynes took over, captivating both the fans and the
scouts in the stands. After Conard muffed a punt return, Haynes bursted
up the middle for a 10-yard score to pull Hall within two. Then came the
magic part. With Conard clinging to its lead and playing inspired defense,
Hall's undefeated season was still in jeopardy. That's when Haynes took
the ball at his own 35 yard line and made history. He used his breakaway
speed to turn a corner that wasn't there. He raced to the Conard 30 where
a defender tried to knock him out of bounds, but he maintained his balance.
The next man at the 15 had the angle. He had the size. He had the tackle.
.•
•
Haynes ran him over. One last tackier got to Haynes at the five, but just
*
,
went along for the ride into the end zone. Haynes scored his 32nd touch,•
'
! 1
down later to ice the win.
You've got one more chance to see Hall and Haynes (live) this weekend
1 JoeShield has made
when they face West Haven for the state title.

Joe Shield, the holder of almost
every Trinity passing record, is
back in.the NFL. After stints with
three different professional teams
and a self-imposed retirement,
Shield has resumed his pro career
with the Green Bay Packers.
Selected in the 11th round of the
1985 draft, Shield lasted several
games into the regular season be• fore being cut. He spent the remainder of last year with the
Toronto Argonauts of the Canadian Football League, and then
hooked up with the New England
Patriots this summer for one more
shot. When he was cut off of the
injured reserve list, he decided to
call it quits. He was in the process
of looking for a job when the Packers contacted him two weeks ago.
As they had only two healthy
quarterbacks at the time, the team
decided to pick up Shield as insurance. Coach Forrest Gregg has indicated that Shield's previouus
knowledge of the system helped his
cause, and that if he plays well he
could remain with the team next
season.
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bis way back into the NFL.

Locker Room
by Gabe Harris1

The amount of damage that a Mike Tyson punch can inflict is truly
scary. If you didn't see his fight against Trevor Berbick, you missed on of
the most intimidating displays of sheer power ever. If I were Michael
Spinks, I would be truly concerned about paying my premiums...Did you
see Brian.Bosworth making a spectacle of himself (again) against Ne- I
braska? The Boz apparently didn't grasp the irony of his waving an orange '
in the TV cameras in reference to the Orange Bowl bid his team was
about to receive for winning the Big Eight title. Someone's going to be
conspicuously absent from Miami on New Year's Day, Brian. Remember
those guys who usually hang out there? The ones who whipped you there
a few months back? Yeah, the guys who are going to win the national
championship? Go suck a lemon.

WHEN I HEARD ABOUT
US SAVINGS BONOS'
COMPETITIVE RATE...
I COULDN'T

Speaking of Miami, how about the 'Canes "creampuff" schedule? I'd
like to see them play Notre Dame's schedule as much as anybody. But if
you think about it, would you play LSU, USC, Penn St., Michigan, and
the rest if you could help it? And win it all with W's against Cincy, East
Carolina, and Tulsa? Me neither.
Larry Bird can win all the MVP's he wants, but for my money Michael
Jordan and Dominique Wilkins blow him away...When the ACC used a 17'
9" three point line a few years ago, it was a farce. Now the NCAA has
moved it back two feet. I'm sorry, but Vinny Del Negro just should not
be a dominating force in a basketball game...I'm no expert because I
haven't heard them all, but from what I know the Whalers have the best
fight song in the NHL...I'm already sick of the subway Super Bowl hype,
but you knoew its just going to get worse. And the scary thing is that it
just might happen. But will they know what to do on real grass?...Dexter
Manley has become the best defensive end in football...When they hired
Jim Calhoun to rebuild UConn's basketball program, they weren't kidding
around. But don't be surprised if he works miracles with them, or if the
team he left at Northeastern does some damage in the
NCAAs...Congratulations to Jack Bicknell and Boston College. After an
opening loss to Rutgers, it seemed as though the Eagles were headed for
a dismal season. They turned around, won eight games, and are going to
the Hall of Fame Bowl. It ain't Cotton, but its impressive...Four bowls
after New Year's was a feast, six (and counting) is gluttony. Every NCAA
sport except 1-A football has a national playoff system that determines
the champion on the field of play, and not in the press box. Is 1-A football
so high and mighty that it writes its own rules? Everybody wants playoffs,
so how about it...And the. "it takes away from the studies" argument
doesn't cut it. Ninety percent of the students would be done with football
earlier with playoffs than under the present bowl system. Come to think
of it, the argument is just as lame when applied to Division III schools
like Trinity, whose teams aren't allowed to go to national playoffs...I really
like the America's Cup series, but the name will seem kind of strange if
Australia and New Zealand are racing in it...Is Fred Roberts really necessary?...! liked Al Michaels when he was calling the Olympic hockey
games in 1980. Maybe its just the subject matter, but he's really starting
to annoy me on Monday Night Football. And you can cry and kick and
scream, but it hasn't been the same since Howard left...If North Carolina
wins the NCAA basketball championship this year, I'll eat this column...The idea of Michael Ray Richardson playing hoop in Israel seems a
little strange. I can see a new hit on the charts: "I am Sugar/1 say shalom/
ball's my game/ Jerusalem's my home"...I think I better stop now. Thank
, you for1 your support.
\
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MY EARS."
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Everyone's amazed
when they hear what
U.S. Savings Bonds have
to offer.
Savings Bonds earn
market-based interest
rates—just like money
market accounts—so
you're guaranteed a
competitive return, no
matter what happens to

interest rates. All you have
to do is hold your Bonds
for five years.
What's more, the
interest you earn is completely free from state and
local income taxes. And
federal taxes can be
deferred.
You can buy Bonds for
as little as $25. And it's

easy—purchase them
where you work or bank.
For the current rate, call
1-800-US-BONDS.
U.S. Savings Bonds—
They'll make your ears
perk up.
US. SAVINGS
Bonds held less than five years earn a lower rate.
A public service o f this publication.
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Sports
Women's
Squash Faces
Challenge of
Tough Foes

Parzych Teaches Gratis,
and Loves Doing It
by Jeff Proulx
Tripod Staff Writer

Question: Why can't a pony sing?
Answer: Because it's a little
horse.
Question: Who, since graduation
from Trinity in 1976, has remained
a presence on campus, coaching
such sports as soccer, football, and
lacrosse, in addition to announcing
swim meets, hosting a radio show,
and helping teach a freshman seminar while displaying the above
"unique" sense of humor, all for
not a penny extra added on to
Trinity's tuition?
Answer: Bobby Parzych.
That's right. Bob Parzych, the
man who refuses to graduate, has
been an essential cog in the Trinity
machine for ten years. He has no
official title or position, yet he invests as much or more time as
many faculty members in improving our school. The only remuneration Bob receives is the $10
"salary" he earns for announcing
at each swim meet. Not even gas
money! According to Robin Sheppard, he once calculated his average wages, musing, "I finally
figured it out. The ballboys get
paid more than I do."
It is unfortunate that only a select few people get to "experience" Bob Parzych. According to
Chet McPhee, Bob's friend and
one-time teacher, "He adds something to everything he's involved
with. He's very bright and has an
infectious sense of humor. He's a
man of many interests and talents,
and he really knows about the
things he gets involved with. He
likes people, and they like him
back."
Bob earned his B.A. from Trinity in Political Science, and his
Masters Degree in 1981. Presently, he works as a data processing instructor with the Aetna.
Before joing the Aetna, he taught
for two years at Penney High
School, in East Hartford. True to
form, in the two short years he
was at Penney, he became involved in athletics, coaching J.V.

baseball. "My love has always been
sports," says Bob. One never
would have guessed. It might be
easier to list the sports Bob hasn't
been involved with at Trinity.
He is an essential element in the
freshman seminar he aids in instructing, "Sport in Literature".
He and Chet banter and exchange
playful insults throughout the
class. While Chet talks to the class,
he converses with Robin, the final
member of the teaching triumvirate, tugging at her shirt, seemingly oblivious to the serious
discussion at hand. While discussing a book to be read in the near
future, Chet says that he can't reveal the conclusion because it will
spoil the reader's pleasure only to
have Bobby chime in with,"For a
quarter, I'll tell you exactly what
happens." Yet mixed in with the
levity are numerous probing questions and pearls of wisdom. Bobby
has perfected his mixture of humor and insightful comments, adding depth and richness to the
course.
Yet there is a seldom revealed
serious side to the man. Two years
ago, Bob was faced with the
trauma of his father's death from
a diabetes-induced massive stroke.
In his father's honor, Bob has organized an annual road race and a
scholarship in his name at New
Britain High School. "The road
race holds great theraputic value
for my family. I tend to replace
things. It's not a big success right
now, but it will be,"
The question remains: why expend all this valuable time and ei'fort for absolutely no monetary
recompense? "I think it's appreciated. I feel that I owe Trinity; it
provided for me a great growing
experience. Besides, I love doing
what I do. In fact, I almost feel
selfish. Where else would I get the
opportunity to do things that other
people can't do, like rim the
Christmas (radio) show and announce football games? Life is so
damn short, you've got to do what
you want to do, and keep a smile
on your face." When asked how
long he plans on continuing his involvement, he quips,"Until I get a
wife."
That's
Bobby.

by Nat Perkins
Tripod Staff Writer
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The Trinity Women's Squash
Team had a record of 9-2 last year
losing to Yale and Harvard in the
dual matches. However, in the
Howe Cup, the team competitions,
Trinity tied with Harvard' and
Yale. The tie had to be broken
down into individual games and
Trinity ended up a close third.
Trinity lost the number five
player, Claire Slaughter, to graduation. The team consists of returning veterans and four new
players. Returning players are CoCaptain Sophie Porter '87, Ellie
Pierce '88, ErikaLaCerda '87, Nan
Campbell '89, Co-Captain Nat Perkins '87, Lila Morris '89, and
Louise McCarthy '89. The top four
on the team are ranked nationally
in the intercollegiates: Porter finished number three in the nation.
Pierce number five, LaCerda number fourteen, and Campbell number seventeen. Four new players
add to the depth of the team:
Phoebe Sylvester '90, Mimi Keller
'90, Robin Wentz '87, and Emily
Miller '89.
The team has been working very
hard out there. With more on court
practice and intense conditioning,
Trinity should be a powerhouse.
Harvard, watch out! The team is
of championship caliber and is continuing its way to the top, Goach
Wendy Bartlett is optimistic about
this season because of the strength
of tho team.
Before Christmas vacation Trinity faces Hotchkiss (Dec.3), Choate
(Dec.6), and Harvard (Dec.9). The
rest of the matches are played
after vacation including Yale, University of Pennsylvania, Princeton, Brown and more. Come
support the team!

•»

Ellie Pierce (left), who also plays lacrosse and field hockey, will be a
critical member of the women's squash team this year.

Macintosh Workshop
Learn how to:
1. Set up & start using your Macintosh
2. Use Macwrite & Macpaint, as well as
other programs like Word, Switcher
and Macdraw
Wednesdays & Thursdays from 7:00 to 9:00

Men's Squash Con't.
continued from page 16

Contact Stephen Fraser.* 249-2276

Hockey on Hold
continued from page 16
We'll have to handle the adversity,
and we won't be making any excuses."
Junior Bob Loeber doubted that
Kingswood-Oxford would be ready
as soon as Holmstead predicted.
"We don't expect to be playing (at
Kingswood-Oxford) untill after
Christmas. This whole situation is
really an impediment. We have different practice times every day.
It's like being ten years old, only
Dad doesn't buy me candy afterwards." Teammate Micheal Anderson added that "It affects your
mood more than your character,
it's frustrating not knowing when
practice is, you don't know when
you can study."
They concluded that not having
a home rink until further notice is
not a happy situation."
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Sports
Shorts
The Men's basketball team
opened their season eight days ago
with a win over Nichols State, 9180. Tom Fitzgerald led the Bantams to their 16th consecutive win
with 28 points. Last night the Bantams took on Westfield State in
their home opener...The ice hockey
team has raced out to a 3-0 mark
in their first week of play. Last
Monday they defeated Williams, 64, in Williamstown in what was to
be their home opener (see p. 16).
Then in the Hamilton Holiday
tournament last weekend, the
Bantams won two more games and
the title. After winning their semifinal game 7-5, the team went
against host Hamilton, a heavy favorite, in the finals. They played
their best game of the year, and
defeated the Continentals, 2-1. Especially impressive is the fact that
all three victories have been
against Division II teams.
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It is expected that returning senior letterman Eric Scheyer, known
for his intense style of play, will
play #5 on the ladder.
The remaining four spots will be
contested by seniors Jim Tomlinson and Russ Fearing, junior Todd
Hansen, sophs Bill Monaghan,
John Ralston, Bryan Hauptfuhrer
and freshmen Dave Confair and
Malcolm Miller.
In any event, the bottom of the
ladder on this year's team should
prove to be far superior to that of
last year's.
Cooke feels that the team possesses raw athletic talent, but
overall will be rebuilding from last
year's success. "We're a step
ahead or even with Division III colleges similar to us," he said, "but
on paper Division I schools such as
Harvard, Princeton, Penn, and
Yale are going to be tough."
The team will be tested early this
winter, as it plays M.I.T., at Harvard, and then Vassar, Navy, Colgate, Fordham, Cornell, and Bates
at the Williams tournament. All of
these matcheds will take place in
the week following Thanksgiving
break. With hard work and dedication, the team should look forward to continued success.
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Sports
Swimming: Chunks, Chicks Take to Water
by Chris Sanden
Tripod Staff Writer
The coming season will be one of
change for the men's and women's
swimming teams. Coach Chet
McPhee has witnessed the development of a very strong men's
team over the past few seasons,
while at the same time watching
the women" s team go through
changes - the prospects for both,
teams differs from previous years.

The women's swim team has lost several all-Americans, but still has talent for the upcoming season.

Youth and Hope for W-Hoop
she is "a tremendous defensive
player and an excellent court
leader. She, along with (sophomore point guard) Maryanne
O'Donnell, will be coordinating
"If we keep improving and most of the offensive and defenworking hard, I'm really looking sive changes."
forward to something happening
The forward positions will be
that has not happened here since filled by sophomore Pat "Fiffa"
1983."
Taffuri and freshman Karyn FarThe speaker is women's basketjuhar. Erlandson is looking for
ball coach Karen Erlandson, and
"10-12 points a game and key ofshe is alluding to winning the fensive and defensive rebounds"
Northeast Intercollegiate Athletic from Taffuri. Farquhar will, as a
Conference title. Such unbridled newcomer, be thrust into the presenthusiasm may seem presump- sure of a starting spot. She will aid
tuous for a team coming off a dis- in controlling the boards.
heartening 4-15 campaign, but the
Last year, the team's primary
team is playing well and has been point producer was Leanne Lerevitalized by an influx of new tal- Brun '89. As a freshman, she avent.
eraged 19.5 ppg and 10.4 rpg, both
This is a team with only five re- team highs. Her personal high was
turning players, and the seven a 36 point performance against
freshmen who have earned a spot Connecticut College. Presently sion the team will have to contribute delined with an ankle injury, last
if the team is to succeed. In fact, year's team MVP will have to miss
it will be impossible to predict the the first few games.
group's future until several games
Freshmen Kathy Ennis and Debinto the season.
bie Glew will be holding down the
The team is captained by senior 6 and 7 spots on the squad. Frosh
Sara Mayo, who averaged 11 Eobin Silver, the coach's "defenpoints and 6 rebounds per game sive demon", will be a ball handler
last year. According to Erlandson,
off the bench. Freshman Julie Belby Jeff Proulx
Tripod Staff Writer

latin figures to see action at forward, while Lisa Banks and Kat
Wills two more freshman, round
out the squad.
Sophomore Gail Wehrli, just finishing her cross country season,
will be joining the team soon.
Look for an increase in speed this
year, as Erlandson will be trying
to up the tempo of the game from
seasons past. "We'll be running
form end to end, looking for the
fast break," says Erlandson. "It
really says alot about the team's
effort and ability when the biggest
kids are consistently the second
and third players down the court."
"We're more oriented toward
the team ideology than in year's
past. They really work well to-.
gether. The chemistry is much improved. This bunch of kids really
seems to know the game, and their
court instincts are the best overall
in years."
"This team has learned more in
three weeks than last year's team
did all season."
It's a good thing, because with
only one player with more than one
year's experience, this team will
have to do alot of learning.

For the men's team, the future
seems bright. Having lost only two
seniors, McPhee feels that last seasons 8-2 record can be repeated.
Powering the Chunks this winter
will be returning seniors Phil Drinkaus and captain Jim Loughlin.
Both hold Trinity records in their
respective events, butterfly and
middle distance freestyle.
Other returning standouts include sophomores Ridge Cromwell
and Peter Ostrander and juniors
Chris Robbins and Mike Williams.
This "fearsome foursome" set the
,pace for the team last season.
McPhee is also pleased to have acquired an outstanding distance
swimmer, freshman Tim Johnson.
McPhee is hoping that Johnson will
be able to free Loughlin of some of
his distance duties. Kirk Brett,
much improved from last season,
will take to the board tor the Bantams.
The women's team, or Chefs
Chicks as they are called, faces a

Home Hockey Put on Ice
time it will take to drain the pipes.
Chuck Homlstead, of Holmstead
Ice Rinks, figured that it should
take until the end of this week to
A freon leak in the Kingswood- finish draining the system and then
an addition week to ten days to get
Oxford ice rink in West Hartford
the ice surface frozen.
has forced the Bantams to move
what would have been the home
Just in case those estimates are
opener against Williams to Wiltoo optimistic, Trinity has reliamstown, today at 4:00 p.m.
scheduled its December 9th home
game against Fairfield to DecemUntil the excess air and water
ber 10th at Wesleyan.
can be drained out of the freon
pipes that keep the ice surface froThe Bantams had already been
zen, ice cannot be made at Kingswaiting through the pre-season for
wood. Initially, there was fear that
home ice, having practiced in 5 difthe Bantams would lose the ser- • ferent rinks and playing their exvices of Kingswood-Oxford for the ' hibition game at Loomis Rink (the
rest of the semester and through
Bantams won the game 7-3).
Christmas break.
Hockey Coach John Dunham commented that the loss of the home
Holmstead Ice Rinks, the manurink "is a problem that I knew
facturing company that services
could exist from problems last
Kingswood-Oxford, has flown in a
year. Fortunately most of our early
special pump from their home ofschedule is on the road anyway.
fice in Minnesota. The new pump
should decrease the amount of' continued on page 15
by Sean Dougherty
Assistant News Editor

Men's Squash Tries To
Repeat Past Success
by Bruce A. Hauptfuhrer and
Hope Williams
Tripod Staff Writers
Last year the men's squash team
was once again among the elite
teams in the nation, as they tied
for fifth place in the NCAA Division I Intercollegiate tournament.
Gone from that team, however, are
six of the top nine players and
coach Steve Heath, who had
guided the team during its rise to
national eminence.
To the uninformed observer,
these wholesale changes might
suggest that the men's squash
team should now be faced with
what is often euphamistically referred to as a "rebuilding" year.
While not a description entirely
without merit because of the sheer
turnover in numbers, it nonetheless fails to take into account the

numerous positive additions to this
year's team.
New coach Sasha Cooke brings
to Trinity his coahing experience
from Wesleyan and Yale, his playing experience as a competitor on
the professional circuit, and his unbridled enthusiasm.
The top two positions on the ladder will be occupied by the two
members of last year's team with
the best -winning percentage; cocaptains Bruce Hauptfuhrer '88
and Chris Smith '89. The third and
fourth spots should be occupied by
newcomers Bobby Hopkins and
Mark "Talbot" Lewis. Sophomore
Hopkins transferred from Georgetown University and was formerly
#latAndover,
Freshmen sensation Lewis similarly was a standout during his
scholastic years, having played #1
for Hotchkiss.
continued on page 15

more questionable future. McPhee
believes that last season's 5-5 mark
might be difficult to repeat. This
stems not from a lack of talent, but
rather from the loss of several dynamic swimmers.
Last year, the Chicks said goodbye to their all-American seniors:
Barbie Brennan, Ginny Finn, and
Karen Hubbard. And Amy Paulsen, ranked #12 in Division 3 diving, is away in Austria for the
academic year, while Susan Deer,
an outstanding distance and individual medley swimmer is abroad
in London.
McPhee feels that year will be
one of rebuilding for the women,
and he looks to returning seniors
Cary Lyford, Themis Klarides, and
captain Kathy Graham to keep the
momentum going.
Along with these veterans are
returning sophomores Layne Pomerleau and Elizabeth Brown and
junior Jocelyn Roland.
Freshman prospects include
Chris Misa in the butterfly and individual medley and Kelly Killoren
in the breaststroke, McPhee also
sees potential in several 'other
newcomers to Trowbridge Pool:
freshman backstroker Chris Hull,
juniors Cathy Chase and Jennifer
Parker, as well as junior Justine
Divert.
Both teams have been practicing
hard for the long season ahead.
The men will open on the road
against Connecticut College on
December 3rd, while the women
hit the water at Southeastern Massachusetts on December 6th.

The fencing team gets ready for the winter season.

